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ABSTRACT 

A Comparative Content Analysis of Cross-Border Strategic Brand Alliance 

Advertisements in Taiwan and the United States 

By 

Jeffrey Wang, M.A. 

The University of Texas at Austin, 2010 

SUPERVISOR: Wei-Na Lee 

This study sought to enrich the research in cross-border strategic brand alliance 

(SBA), an international business practice highly utilized today. In order to spread out the 

risk of competing in international markets, firms formed alliances with overseas 

counterparts. However, confusing positioning and inaccuracies in communication in 

cross-cultural settings reduced the success rate of these partnerships. The content analysis 

examined cross-border SBA advertisements to shed light on their communicational 

strategies. Taiwan and the US, representative of inherent cultural values in Eastern and 

Western countries, served as great research subjects for this comparative study. The 

findings suggested that cross-border SBA advertisements do not have significantly 

distinctive communication strategies except for the inherent difference in multi-national 

characteristics. However, cross-border SBA advertisements in both countries differ from 

generic advertisements documented in previous studies in terms of information cues, 

advertising appeals, and general communication strategies. The comparison between 

cross-border SBA advertisements was reflective of the cultural differences in these 

cultural contexts. In sum, cross-border SBA advertisements were embedded with stronger 

cultural distinctiveness and in need of special execution to integrate proper messages. 
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CHAPTER 1  

Introduction 

“We believe that the world has entered a new age- an age of collaboration- and that only 

through allying can companies obtain the capabilities and resources necessary to win in 

the changing global marketplace.”               

 (Harbison & Pekar, 1997, p. 3) 

Companies nowadays are desperate to win oversea marketplaces as globalization 

draws competitors around the world. As the cost of introducing brands into new markets 

skyrockets, single company has a hard time undertaking all the risks alone. Therefore, 

cross-border strategic brand alliances (SBA) are formed as a more viable option for 

companies to build brands on a global level. (Varadarajan & Cunningham, 1995). The 

benefits of forming cross-border SBA are bilateral. It enables multi-national companies to 

obtain better odds in winning in new territories. Local firms, on the other hand, receive 

funds for future growth based on current customer base and brand loyalty (Abratt & 

Motlana, 2002; Bleeke & Ernst, 1991).  

Cross-border SBA, collaboration between brands headquartered in different 

countries, plays an important role in world’s economy today (Jonasson, 1995; 
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Bluemelhuber, Carter, & Lambe, 2007). Global companies ally with each other to 

improve their product offerings. The epitome of cross-border SBA in this decade is the 

one between Sony and Ericsson. Sony, a consumer electronic appliance provider from 

Japan, termed with Ericson, a Sweden-based telecommunication supplier, to start up 

Sony Ericsson in 2001. Sony Ericsson, combined technological expertise from each other, 

provides more competitive products and larger market share than parts. Cross-border 

SBA is common in service-based industry as well. The alliance between China Airline 

from Taiwan and Czech Airline enables both companies to offer wider route selections 

between Taiwan and Eastern Europe. The two companies benefit from lower operation 

cost and economies of scale. According to Mintel, three major airline alliances, Oneworld, 

SkyTeam, and Star Alliance combined for over 70% market share in air travel market, 

RPK (revenue passenger kilometer), and total worldairline capacity (Major Airline 

Alliances, 2009). These obvious advantages have driven firms to constantly seek SBA 

opportunity to enlarge their business scale. 

While the trend of cross-border SBA has been continuously and highly utilized 

since the 1990s, the rate of success is unstable (Kamlbach & Roussel 1999; Dean & 

Yunus, 2001). Over 80 % of executives agreed alliance as a necessary vehicle for growth, 

but many of them failed in the long run (Kalmbach & Roussel, 1999; Dean & Yunus, 
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2001). There are many risks in the whole branding process. As suggested by Desai and 

Keller, these risks involve money compensation, possible withdrawal of partners and loss 

of control over marketing plans concern companies in allying with foreign partners from 

general operational standpoint (2002). Another significantly harmful effect on 

communication strategies worthy of more attention is the confusing positioning from the 

target audience’s perspective which discounts the effectiveness and originality of brands 

(Uggla, 2004).  

Whilst cross-border SBA allows synergistic strength from another company, the 

convergence of brands is likely to change brand perception of consumers on each brand. 

Consumers, who rely on a familiar brand name as a signal of product quality, may choose 

an alternative brand when they are confused by the cooperation. Therefore, cross-border 

SBA is unable to fully leverage brand equity of either brand (Abratt & Motlana, 2002; 

Campbell & Keller, 2003; Rao & Ruekert, 1994). To understand this problem, this study 

approaches from advertising to interpret SBA communication strategies in practice. The 

content analysis conducted here will provide some useful insights of SBA and leads to 

better understanding about cross-border SBA. 

The content analysis first observes how SBA communicated with consumers in 

Taiwan in advertising. Taiwan is an interesting target for SBA research. The business 
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context of Taiwan makes it a hotbed for both inward and outward cross-border SBAs. 

First, Taiwan is an intriguing market entry for the whole Mandarin world. The buying 

power of Taiwanese makes it a profitable market. Second, Taiwan is very liberal-minded. 

People are open to foreign entities, which serves as a great opportunity for foreign 

business. Statistics suggest that Taiwan has a significant market presence among with 

China, Japan, and Korea. Altogether, these four countries account for over 18 percent of 

the world’s GDP (Lee & Chen, 2008). The government in Taiwan is open for foreign 

trades. The admission into WTO (World Trade Organization) indicates Taiwan’s 

economic prowess regardless of political controversy.  

On the other hand, Taiwan, known as an OEM (Original Equipment 

Manufacturer) super house, actively seeks to establish its own brands internationally for 

higher gross margin and profits. In the past decade, many Taiwan-based brands, mostly 

OEMs before, attempted to market to the whole world as independent entities. They 

allied with internationally famous brands instead of acting solely on OEM arrangements 

to gain international popularity more efficiently. The alliance between Asus, leading 

laptop manufacturer in Taiwan, and Lamborghini, Italian automobile manufacturer, was 

an effort that Taiwanese brands tried to enhance brand image by linking with a high-end 

foreign brand. 
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This study also makes comparison with a content analysis on cross-border SBA 

advertisements in the US. The difference between Taiwan and the US brand development 

reflects on how cross-border SBA is communicated in accord with different cultures. The 

comparison reveals cultural differences inherent in these two nations, which represent 

distinct cultural dimensions. As suggested by Pollay, advertising is the only institution 

that addresses cultural values in mass media (1983). What makes advertising different 

from other institutions is advertising actually prompts the change of behaviors and the 

ways of thinking in a culture (Pollay, 1983). However, some counterarguments believe 

advertising underrepresents cultures in the truest sense for advertisers put whatever they 

think can benefit ahead of everything. Nevertheless, a plethora of research have found out 

appeals in advertising in practice are adjusted to be consistent with cultures advertised. 

The understanding of the relation between advertising and cultures is deemed critical for 

the success of communication (Albers-Miller & Gelb, 1996). While globalization has 

made certain values available and accepted in different cultures, the core structures of 

each culture still exist. Past research has proven that regional cultural globalization is 

possible. Hofstede used four dimensions to statistically measure cultural difference 

(1983). His work suggests that countries historically under the influence of Confucianism 

have display similarities culturally. China, Japan, Korea, and Taiwan are believed to be 
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more collectivistic societies while America as well as other Western countries indicates 

higher individualistic inclination. Since cross-border SBA often involves different 

cultures, it is expected that the communication strategies are different from SBA 

advertisements featuring an individual brand. 

The following section is a general description of the structure in this study. 

Chapter 2 is a literature review on the goal of what the content analysis study for. Past 

studies on the background of SBA and cross-border SBA, SBA development in both the 

US and Taiwan, Country-of-Origin (COO) effects, SBA advertising appeals, and 

information cues will be reviewed and constructed. Chapter 3 documents how the content 

analysis is conducted along with research questions to be explored. Chapter 4 provides 

results from the content analysis. Chapter 5 includes an in-depth discussion on the 

research questions raised in Chapter 3. Limitations and suggestions for future research 

are given in Chapter 5 as well. 
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CHAPTER 2 

Literature Review 

New United Motor Manufacturing Inc. was a joint venture between Toyota and 

General Motors (GM). The cross-border SBA between these two automobile giants has 

lasted for more than 20 years. While GM intended to acquire the skills to build more 

fuel-efficient cars from the alliance, Toyota learned how to cater to Americans by making 

more “Americanized” cars from its overseas counterpart. This cross-border SBA 

demonstrated the motivations of such alliances: technological exchange and joint 

marketing efforts (Bunkle, 2009). Globalization makes such alliances possible by 

establishing freedom for foreign trade and information exchange (Bluemelhuber, Carter, 

& Lambe, 2007). Since the 1990s, more companies have become involved in 

cross-border SBAs for the purpose of gaining better market position. Existing studies on 

this phenomenon provide various perspectives. 

       Cross-border SBA, regarded as a specific kind of SBA, is partnership between 

firms headquartered in different countries (Abratt & Motlana, 2002; Bluemelhuber, 

Carter, & Lambe, 2007). The multi-national characteristic of cross-border SBAs makes 

them more complicated than generic SBAs in nature. The way they are communicated 
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involves issues ensued from cultural differences and countries-of-origin (Johansson, 1995; 

Bluemelhuber, Carter, & Lambe, 2007). While cross-border SBAs have received 

increased attention from academia, surprisingly little existing literature has analyzed the 

communication strategies in cross-border SBAs. Given the increase in marketing 

communication costs and the challenges facing the formation of cross-border SBAs, 

looking into the current practice of cross-border SBAs is a necessary first step.  

Background of SBAs 

       An SBA shares commonality with several other terms, including co-branding, 

ingredient marketing, joint-marketing, and so on. They all refer to cooperative marketing 

activities which involve integrating product offerings from different brands to provide 

new or perceptually enhanced products (Rao & Ruekert, 1994; Ruth & Simonin, 1998). 

An SBA is further defined as “an association or combination of two or more brands, 

products, and/or other distinctive proprietary knowledge” that aims to accomplish 

mutually beneficial goals in a defined period of time based on contract agreements (Ruth 

& Simonin, 1998, p. 30; Varadarajan & Cunningham, 1995; Bluemelhuber, Carter, & 

Lambe 2007).  

       Aaker and Keller (1990) first addressed the business context which leads firms 

to be more innovative in leveraging existing brand equity. Their study reveals that the 
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cost of building a new brand in some consumer markets tops USD $100 million and 

increases as media costs increase (Brown, 1985; Tauber, 1988). Firms are driven to find 

new ways to improve their product offerings without risking building a new entity. SBAs 

allow each partner to penetrate into each other’s customer base and save the cost of 

introduction of a new brand (e.g., Uggla, 2004). Other studies also confirm the existing 

synergistic effects of SBAs. Since consumers use brand names as signals of product 

quality, the linkage of more than one reliable brands acts like a double guarantee on the 

product’s quality (1994). Therefore, SBA serves as a more secure alternative, especially 

when firms are entering a new market (Abratt & Motlana, 2002). Since the 1980s, SBA 

has developed into a major business practice across various product categories, from 

meals on our dinner table to jets in the sky. Simonin and Ruth claim that SBAs in the US 

enjoy a 40% annual growth and do not show signs of slowing down in terms of growth 

(Simonin & Ruth, 1998; Johansson, 1995). Firms involved in SBA expect the alliance to 

produce synergistic effects in terms of capacities and economies of scale that an 

individual firm cannot attain (Rao & Ruekert, 1994; Elmuti & Kawathla, 2001).  

       Based on these definitions, Coopers and Lybrand identified the six most 

common SBA practice forms: joint marketing and promotion, joint selling or distribution 

collaboration, production collaboration, design collaboration, research and development 
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contracts, and outsourcing purpose (1997).  

Background of Cross-border SBAs 

       The most significant reason that leads to cross-border SBAs is the new market 

opportunities brought about by globalization. Levitt documented the trend of 

globalization in 1983. He claims that the advancement of technology has brought the 

world together, regardless of political or geographic boundaries. Since domestic markets 

are saturated, companies must plan globally for their own survival (1983). Levitt suggests 

the circulation of information and interactions between cultures have largely reduced the 

diversification between countries. Firms are able to make more profits from the 

homogeneity brought about by globalization. Levi’s study introduces the issue of 

globalization to the realm of business and presents directions which firms can use to help 

them facilitate their global business strategy planning. While Levitt believes global 

markets are the new niche where firms should address, he believes these firms may find it 

difficult to undertake the myriad risks of introducing new entities into new markets alone. 

High costs and uncertainty prevent many companies from making bold moves in the 

highly competitive business context. Firms start seeking alternatives to spread out risk by 

existing brand equity. Cross-border SBAs have thus become a reasonable option for firms 

seeking international expansion. 
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       Existing studies have shown that cross-border SBA does perform well under 

certain circumstances, especially when companies enter brand new markets (Bleek & 

Ernest, 1991). Bleek and Ernest examined 49 cross-border SBAs formed by the top 150 

companies in the US. They found that cross-border SBAs are a relatively more viable 

option in terms of expansion into new markets than cross-border acquisition, which was 

favored among companies seeking faster accessibility to international markets. According 

to Bleek and Ernest, cross-border SBAs are especially effective when firms are 

expanding into brand new markets while cross-border acquisitions works well as 

companies seek to strengthen core businesses in existing markets (1991). 

       Though expansion into international markets has been the most obvious reason 

firms formed cross-border SBAs, expansion alone does not explain the whole story about 

the continuing interest of firms pursuing cross-border SBA opportunities. In fact, 

international markets have become highly competitive after decades of competition 

(Johansson, 1995). Therefore, it is important to look into other reasons and motivations 

that drive companies to keep searching for cross-border SBA opportunities. 

       The motivations other than expansion for forming cross-border SBAs can be 

discussed from various perspectives. Desai and Keller found that SBAs enables 

companies to add uniqueness to their product lines and to be positioned more legitimately 
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by including specialties from each involved brand (2002). Some companies also complete 

their offerings through alliances with other brands (Varadarajan & Cunningham, 1995). 

Asia Miles was an exemplary cross-border SBA made possible by multiple Asian airlines 

operating on major international routes to provide wider selections and mutual reward 

acknowledging system. Elmuti’ and Kathawala’s work (2001) provides a rather inclusive 

summary of the benefits of cross-border SBA beyond mere expansion. These benefits 

include: acquisition of more advanced technology, sharing cost and financial risks on 

research and development, and enhancing the edge of competitive advantages (Cooper & 

Lybrand, 1997).  

Cross-border SBA in Taiwan 

       Taiwan, after the World War II, was no longer the Economic Miracle and one of 

the Asian Tigers. Since the 1980s, Taiwan’s industrial structure has moved from 

labor-intensive industries to high-tech manufacturing (Chen, 1997). Cross-border SBAs 

were a major contributor to Taiwan’s industrial transformation. In 1980, companies 

started to ally with Taiwan’s companies based on OEM (original equipment manufacturer) 

arrangements. These collaborations were the precursors of Taiwan’s cross-border SBAs 

in recent history. Foreign companies relied on Taiwan’s superior quality control with low 

cost (Chen, 1997). Taiwan also benefited from the SBAs by learning the technology and 
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obtaining ventures to improve its own economy. 

       At the beginning of the 21
st
 century, the rise of China and other Asian 

counterparts such as South Korea further increased competition. The pressure from 

China’s efficient, low-cost personnel and Korea’s development of world-class brands has 

driven Taiwan to embrace another stage of industrial transformation. In recent years, 

burgeoning Taiwan-based brands are actively forming cross-border SBAs with 

established brands known to both domestic and international audiences. HTC (High Tech 

Computer Corporation), which used to rely on OEM arrangements, has become one of 

the major smart phone competitors. HTC’s close alliances with Microsoft, Google, and 

T-Mobile, all major players in their own fields, are paramount to its success. Today, 

Taiwan’s cross-border SBAs with foreign companies have turned out to be in a more 

parallel position (Chen, 1997). 

       On the other hand, Taiwan, one of the most prosperous markets of the Pacific 

Rim, is also a good candidate for foreign companies in forming alliances. After Taiwan 

terminated the Martial Laws enacted for almost sixty years, it became a truly democratic 

country. The liberation has led to Taiwan’s leading status in the Mandarin markets. Over 

the years, Taiwan has become an important entry when foreign brands tried to move into 

the new super power, China. Furthermore, the liberal-mindedness of Taiwan’s consumers 
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made Taiwan an even more enticing market for foreign brands. Altogether, these are all 

factors that will contribute to the growth of cross-border SBAs in Taiwan. 

Cross-border SBA in the United States 

       The United States remains the center of the world economy. The dominance of 

US brands makes the US a great venue to observe cross-border SBA. According to 

Interbrand, a brand consultancy agency, over half of the top 100 Best Global Brands in 

2009 originated in the United States (Best Global Brands, 2009). Highly globalized US 

brands led to more cross-border opportunities while attempting to establish themselves in 

foreign markets. US companies also signed R&D contracts to manufacture products with 

lower costs. The history of US companies allying with foreign partners dates back to a 

few decades ago. Since the 1980s, US companies have led the trend of forming SBAs. 

More than 20,000 alliances were formed in the four-year span from 1988 to1992. 

According Consultants Ernst & Young, 75% of US companies were involved in some 

form of SBA (Mazur 2001). By 2002, most Forbes Top 1000 companies had greatly 

increased their reliance on SBA to drive growth. Domestic companies either reached out 

for oversea market or strengthened competitive advantages in domestic markets. While 

the US brands are reaching out for new markets overseas, foreign companies are lured by 

US markets, as well. 
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       Prominent examples of US companies in cross-border SBAs can be found 

everywhere. In 2009, mobile services giant Apple Inc. allied with Unicom, a leading 

China-based mobile service provider, for exclusive rights to market its latest gadget, the 

iPhone 3GS. The various inward or outward forms of SBA practices in the United States 

can be seen clearly from their SBA advertisements. 

The Role of Advertising in SBA 

       Although cross-border SBA provides new opportunities beyond a brand’s current 

resources, the success rate of cross-border SBA still falls short of satisfaction. There are 

several major risks that require better communication strategies to overcome. Based on 

previous studies, confusing positioning is one of the most serious problems SBAs often 

face. Since most SBAs already practice communication strategies, it becomes especially 

important to enhance the success rate and efficacy of these communications. According to 

Cooper and Lybrand’s work, over half of SBAs engaged in some kind of joint marketing 

and promotion activities (1997; Elmuti & Kathawala, 2001). In cross-border SBA, it is 

especially important to address certain cultural issues to effectively legitimize firms’ 

partnerships to customers. Country-of-origin (COC) information, for example, has been 

proven to impact consumers’ perception of cross-border SBAs (Bluemelhuber, Carter, & 

Lambe, 2007). 
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       Existing research has provided a plethora of insights about cross-border SBAs. 

However, few studies have closely examined how cross-border SBAs are communicated 

to consumers. Actually, companies involved in SBAs must exert extra effort to educate 

consumers about how the brands are linked together. Some cross-border SBAs were 

formed because participating brands shared certain consistent attributes, which requires 

more customer knowledge about the brands in order to make sense of the alliance. In 

cross-border SBA, these issues should be further addressed, because foreign brands often 

lack the familiarity and pre-established brand image in consumers’ minds. To lessen the 

impact of these problems, advertising is critical to communicate with customers and 

ultimately leads to SBA-generated profits (Bendixen, 1993). Since the involvement of 

multiple brands in SBAs complicates consumers’ perceptions, advertising helps 

consumers understand how the alliance is formed, how companies complement each 

other, and what the main idea of the SBAs actually is (Samu, Krishnan, & Smith, 1999). 

Better understanding about SBA and cross-border SBA advertising is vital to improve the 

communication. 

       Therefore, a content analysis is adopted to examine how SBAs are 

communicated in advertisements. The advertisements are collected from Taiwan and the 

United States. This content analysis will reveal trends of both SBAs and cross-border 
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SBAs in terms of practice forms, goals, communication strategies, appeals, etc. The 

comparison between the US and Taiwan is expected to provide interesting observations 

for their distinct business development path in branding and cultural differences. Findings 

from this research will help gain much understanding on SBA advertising and help 

improve cross-border SBA communication strategies in a competitive global market 

place. 

Cross-Border SBA Advertisements 

       Cross-border SBA advertisements are quite prevalent. One might hear Intel’s 

signature jingle in various laptop commercials. In fact, computer manufacturers are paid 

to put the sound into their commercials as part of cross-border SBA efforts. In this way, 

overseas manufacturers are reinforced by the impression of their alliance with Intel, the 

giant of central processing units. These allied companies are compensated for the 

production cost of the advertising. Intel, at the same time, obtains repeated exposure as its 

affiliate firms integrate its iconic jingle into their commercials. Intel does not need to 

undertake advertising expenses alone while enhancing overseas population by their joint 

marketing efforts. Consumers can easily associate Intel’s potent performance to the 

advertised laptops and, thus become more aware of the alliance. Allied firms receive 

mutual benefit by partnering with each other. However, advertisers’ work is much more 
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complicated than simply putting a partner’s jingle into the commercial. Advertisers must 

predict how consumers evaluate the alliance and design the right messages. Consumers 

have very different processing schemes when receiving messages for cross-border SBA 

advertisements. The complementary alliance between brands in terms of their functions 

and attributes is found to be decisive in consumers’ processing. Since partners in 

cross-border SBAs are determined, it is interesting to see how advertisers tailor their 

communication to persuade their consumers (Samu, Krishnan, & Smith, 1999). 

       In addition to the ways cross-border SBA is communicated, country-specific 

cultural values reflected in cross-border SBA advertisements are the focal points in this 

comparative study. Experts have stated that consumers usually respond more favorably 

when communication strategies in advertising are reflective of their cultures (Al-Olayan 

& Karande, 2000). Previous literature suggests that confusing positioning is one of the 

most significant problems of SBAs (Rooney, 1995; Uggla, 2006). Since the nature of 

cross-border SBAs involves more than one brand and culture, chances are good that 

cross-border SBAs are more likely to experience confusion in positioning than generic 

SBAs (Bluemelhuber, Carter, & Lambe, 2007). As advertising appeals, information 

content, and country-of-origin are believed to be culturally relevant, the understanding of 

how brands integrate in cross-border SBA advertisements is crucial for future 
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cross-border SBA communication. 

Shared Usage Situation and Overlapping Attributes 

       Cross-border SBA can be further examined by partnership in communication. 

Ruth and Simoni proposed that product “complementarity” is the key element to SBA’s 

success. Product complementarity is the relevance between the involved brands’ product 

categories. For instance, the alliance between Intel and laptop manufactures is considered 

to be of high complementarity since these two products are highly complementary and 

dependent upon each other to function well. In SBA, alliances with higher product 

complementarity are easier for consumers to understand and accept (Park, Millburg & 

Lawson, 1991; Rao & Ruekert, 1994; Simoni & Ruth, 1998; Lafferty & Goldsmith, 

2005). However, in SBA practice, most selections of partnership are set. After all, it is 

rather unrealistic to expect that consumers perceive product complementarity to an 

advertiser’s desired extent. Perhaps a more useful solution is using proper communication 

strategies to educate the consumers and help them engage in the combination of multiple 

brands, which often involve firms from different countries (Samu, Krishnan, & Smith, 

1999). 

       Generally speaking, there are two schemes that SBA advertisers use to 

communicate their product complementarity: shared usage situations and overlapping 
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attributes. Samu, Krishnan, and Smith looked into these two types of communication 

schemes and gained some significant insight about how they influence consumers’ 

evaluations. According to their study, each of them arouses distinctive information 

processing within consumers (1999). Shared usage situation is often viewed in SBAs 

with higher perceived product complementarity and linked products from different brands 

based on how they are utilized in the same occasion of usage. For example, the alliance 

between the major Asian airlines may emphasize the advantages of frequent use of the 

allied airlines to accumulate mileage. Consumers can connect the alliance with more 

superficial information available to process the alliance more easily. They usually use 

top-down processing to learn how the alliance is formed. On the other hand, overlapping 

attributes usually emphasize SBA partners’ intangible attributes that lead to their 

connection. For example, Acer, leading laptop manufacturer from Taiwan, allied with 

Ferrari in an attempt to parallelize Ferrari cars’ attributes in performance and speed, 

which are often valued in consumers’ evaluation for laptops. In this way, consumers must 

possess some background knowledge about the allied brands to understand the virtue of 

the alliance. 

       Based on previous studies, the approach is often tailored in accord with the aim 

of SBAs as well as the assumed product complementarity that advertisers want their 
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consumers to perceive. Communication on shared usage situations, according to Samu, 

Krishnan, and Smith, is more likely to acquire awareness, whereas overlapping attributes, 

which require more processing initiative on the part of consumers, stimulate consumers’ 

processing from bottom-up. Thus, overlapping attributes are likely to produce more 

established attitudes. Advertisers must also be aware of product complementarity to 

secure the best odds in achieving certain goals for specific advertising communication in 

SBAs (1999). 

       In addition to consumers’ processing, these two schemes can also reveal cultural 

differences to some degree. According to Hall, a famous anthropologist, there is a huge 

difference between Asian and Western cultures in terms of their preference on 

communication. Asian cultures are generally regarded to be high-context whereas 

Western cultures are low-context (1959, 1983; Hall & Hall, 1990). High-context cultures 

prefer non-verbal communication. Low-context cultures favor more straightforward 

communication styles with concrete evidence especially when it comes to product or 

service evaluation (Mattila, 1999; Pryor, Butler, & Boehringer, 2005). Comparative 

studies on US advertisements with Japan and France have reflected this assumption in 

terms of advertising appeals and information used in advertisements (eg., Madden, 

Caballero, & Matsukubo, 1986; Hong, Mudderisoglu, & Zinkhan, 1987; Biswas, Olsen, 
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& Carlet, 1992). The present study will provide some interesting insights by examining 

the interaction between cultural context and communication schemes in practice. 

Cultural Characteristics 

       The impact of advertising on cultures has been highly debated. Some believe 

advertising is the only major institution to reflect our cultures day-in and day-out, while 

others peg advertising as a mere business practice that caters to profitable segments 

(Pollay, 1983). However, past studies have analyzed numerous advertisements and found 

that advertising appeals do vary in different cultures based on the results of Hofstede’s 

framework (eg. Pollay, 1983; Albers-Miller & Gelb, 1996; Lin, 2001; Zhou & Belk, 

2004). Hofstede’s large scale research on countries’ distinct cultural values enables 

scholars to apply cultural dimensions to advertising study. 

       To apply Hofstede’s model created for evaluating advertising appeals, several 

studies examine the most commonly used advertising appeals and categorize them. They 

can be analyzed from difference perspectives. Some researchers start from the most basic 

difference between advertising appeals and cultures based on emotional and rational 

appeals (Hong, Mudderisoglu & Zinkhan, 1983; Albers-Miller & Stafford, 1999). The use 

of either emotional or rational appeal has been further extended to informational cues 

used in advertisements. Even though rational/emotional appeals provide big picture of 
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advertising, advertisers need more detailed understanding about specific advertising 

appeals. To meet the demand for more narrowly defined advertising appeals, several 

studies clustered the most commonly-used advertising appeals according to the cultural 

values they reflect and provide even more specific use for communication strategy design 

in advertisements (eg., Pollay, 1984; Albers-Miller & Gelb, 1996).  

       Hofstede’s model yields fruitful results, especially in multi-cultural studies. 

Though not originally designed for advertising, later research has utilized his framework 

to identify the relationship between advertising appeals and cultural values. While 

Hofstede’s research does provide guidelines for later research, its validity and generality 

is constantly questioned. With the ongoing trend toward increased globalization, isolation 

of a single culture becomes more difficult. Acculturation is deemed as an ongoing process 

that brings affinity between cultures (Lee, 2006). As the interaction and business trade 

between countries becomes more intense, fast transformation of cultural values is 

expected. For instance, China, a communist country which was very economically and 

culturally xenophobic, has turned into a hot spot for global economic and business since 

the 1990s. It would be naïve to insist on Chinese culture’s consistence with Hofstede’s 

study (Lee & Chen, 2008). Actually, several studies have shown the ongoing 

transformation in Chinese advertising appeals. Tse, Belk and Zhou found that advertising 
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appeals vary with the degree to which China adopted a semi-market economy. This 

adoption instilled Western cultural values into the China’s society. Appeals become more 

hedonism-oriented as living standards and buying power increase (1989). Therefore, it is 

critical for advertisers to constantly stay abreast of the shift of cultural values and develop 

appropriate messages accordingly.  

Rational/Emotional Appeals 

       Generally speaking, advertisers tailor advertising appeals in their communication 

to attract consumers and to retain purchase intentions (Verma, 2009). Two broad 

approaches have long been studied to express advertising appeals: rational and emotional. 

Rational advertising appeals tend to persuade people by providing logical information to 

reduce people’s uncertainties about the product. They depend on giving legitimate 

reasons and the strength of their argument to persuade the consumers. Emotional appeals, 

on the other hand, underscore the experiential side of the products (Hong, Muderrisoglu, 

& Zinkhan, 1987). 

       Previous studies also suggest that the difference in the use of advertising appeals 

also correlates with product categories. For example, the service industry, which provides 

intangible products, usually communicates with emotional appeal to their target 

audiences (Albers-Miller & Stafford, 1999). Since cross-border SBA usually involves 
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products of different categories, this study will generate some insights into how 

advertisers finalize their appeal decisions across product categories. In cross-border 

advertisements, the preference of each partner’s culture is likely to be a concern for 

advertisers to adjust their appeals. 

       Taiwan is regarded as a collectivistic culture and is highly influenced by 

Confucianism, whereas the US is usually defined as an individualistic society (Chan & 

Cheng, 2002). In cross-border SBA advertisements, it is necessary to identify and 

examine which appeal advertisers adopt when communicating to the consumers. While 

there are few studies regarding Taiwanese advertising using emotional/rational appeals, 

many studies have examined how advertising appeals work in US advertisements. A 

comparative study between Japanese and US magazine advertisements identifies some 

interesting insights. America, known to use hard sell and comparative approaches in 

advertisements, indicates wider use of rational appeals while Japanese, a culture that 

values rhetoric approaches, have more frequent usage of emotional appeals. However, 

another content analysis done by Madden, Caballero, and Matsukubo reveals 

contradicting results. According to their study, Japanese magazine advertisements are 

more informative, because Japanese consumers are generally more educated and in need 

of more confirmation to ensure that uncertainties are addressed (1987). The diversified 
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results will be examined in cross-border SBA advertisements in Taiwan. Taiwan, defined 

as a developed country by the IMF (International Monetary Fund), is an interesting 

subject for study. Based on Taiwan’s common cultural bonds with Japan, emotional 

appeals are likely to dominate. However, consumers in Taiwan may increase their 

demand for more information in advertisements as economic prowess has improved over 

the years. Previous study indicates that Taiwan’s use of advertising appeals followed the 

pattern of economic development in 1980s (Tse, Belk, & Zhou, 1989). Advertisements 

are likely to produce similarly mixed results.    

Information Content 

       Consumers show preference for useful information cues in advertisements to 

facilitate their decision-making process (Abernethy & Franke, 1996; Biswas, Olsen, 

Carlet, & Zanot, 1984). Many comparative studies have examined how informative 

advertising content varies across different cultural contexts. Thanks to the operational 

definitions of the most common advertising information cues created by Resnik and Stern, 

most studies are comparable with validity (1977). Most of the comparative studies have 

indicated significant differences in terms of how informative advertisements are and what 

information cues are selected to tailor to different cultural settings. 

       Existing literature indicates that the average number of information cues in 
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advertisements varies greatly among different countries (Madden, Caballero, & 

Matsukubo, 1986). Hong, Muderrisoglu, and Zinkhan made the assumption that cultural 

differences reflect upon the number of information cues present. Their study presumed 

that Japanese consumers, who were accustomed to more emotional appeals, included 

fewer information cues in advertisements. On the other hand, US advertisements tended 

to persuade the consumers by piquing their highly individualistic cultural dimension as 

well as more frequent use of hard sell approaches. They coded 16 magazines from each 

country across categories and confirmed that Japanese advertisements contained more 

emotional information content. However, their anticipation of the number of information 

cues resulted in a rather surprising outcome. They found that Japanese advertisements 

actually include more information cues than US advertisements. This result corresponds 

with the work of Madden, Caballero and Matsukubo in 1986 that Japanese 

advertisements were more informative. They assumed that the difference might be the 

result of education level and fundamental differences in cultural dimensions (1987). 

However, Biswas, Olsen, and Carlet provide another perspective that better anticipated 

cultural differences resulting from information cues used between French and US 

societies. They predicted that France, which is normally perceived to be of high cultural 

context, used less information cues in their advertisements. Their analysis of 90 
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advertisements from each country supports their hypothesis. This approach does indicate 

the relationship between cultural difference and informative content (1992). However, the 

result contradict similar comparative studies between American and Japanese 

advertisements. Japan, also perceived as a country with high cultural context, embeds 

more information cues in advertisements than US advertisements (eg. Madden, Caballero, 

& Matsukubo, 1986; Hong, Muderrisoglu, & Zinkhan, 1987). 

       While researchers attempt to explain the difference in the number of information 

cues between cultures, they received mixed results. Many possible moderating factors 

such as education levels and income of target consumers are believed to change the 

information cues used by advertisers. On the other hand, the type of information 

contained in advertisements may provide a more direct insight into cultural differences. 

In the study of Madden, Caballero and Matsukubo, the dominant use of prices or value 

(59.2%) reflects higher uncertainty avoidance observed in Hofstedes’s model. In addition, 

US advertising contains far more information on special offers (16.3% vs 6.3%). This 

difference shows that the US, as a more individualistic society, is more accustomed to be 

persuaded by hard sell approaches (1986).  

Cross-border SBA, complicated by integrating more than one brand and country, 

is likely to input more information cues to explain how the partnership is formed to their 
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original customers (Bluemelhuber, Carter, & Lambe, 2007). This comparative study 

between US and Taiwanese information content in advertisements will provide a more 

up-to-date insight into how different cultural settings affect the use of information cues. 

This case also provides a great opportunity to identify what factors may play a more 

decisive role in explaining possible differences between these two cultures.  

Cultural Values 

       More specific use of advertising appeals is believed to reflect most cultural 

differences. They are often applied in cross-cultural advertising studies to examine their 

relevance to cultural values of different countries (Pollay, 1983; Albers-Miller & Gelb, 

1996; Zhou & Belk, 2004). Many studies have based their research on Hofstede’s 

framework to distinguish how common advertising appeals respond to various cultural 

dimensions. Hofstede’s model of cultural values provides a head start for researchers 

studying cultural differences with the analysis of four cultural dimensions inherent in 

countries around the world. In 1968 and 1972, Hofstede conducted two large-scale 

surveys and clustered countries with similar index ratings on the summary of these 

dimensions. The four indexes are individualism (IDV), uncertainty avoidance (UAI), 

power distance (PDI), and masculinity (MAS) (1974). IDV is the most-used criteria for 

comparative studies and is regarded to be the most prominent one distinguishing between 
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Western and Eastern cultures (Triandis, 1990) 

       Cultures with high IDV tend to show more respect toward individualistic values 

and freedom in one’s personality and creativity. The US culture is deemed to be highly 

individualistic, whereas Taiwanese culture values the adhesiveness between individuals 

and groups. 

       UDI reflects cultural values of pursuit for “Truth.” Countries with high 

uncertainty avoidance usually have rigid laws and codes of conduct and fixed structure 

with aversion to risks. On the other hand, countries with lower UDI often have more 

tolerance to novel and offbeat things and situations. For example, Japan (92) has a high 

uncertainty avoidance, leading one to assume that most Japanese people rely on rules and 

regulation while seldom making attempts for unknown opportunities. 

       PDI explains a culture’s typical mental distance between a leader and their 

subordinates. This index usually correlates with a culture’s characteristics on hierarchy of 

the society. MAI displays the relative power of each gender valued in the culture 

(Hofstede, 1983). Pollay first introduced 42 advertising appeals and grouped them into 

Hofstede’s cultural dimensions (1983). Albers-Miller and Gelb further revised some 

seemingly-overlapping appeals and reduced the number to 32 appeals.  

       Many existing studies have tested cross-cultural advertising differences by 
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utilizing the tools of the precursors. Most of them have found that advertising appeals are 

very sensitive, even to the slightest difference. A comparative study conducted by Frith 

and Sengupta (1991) between US and British advertisements supports this viewpoint. 

Though these two countries have close connections in terms of historical background, 

ethnicity, and language, there is an observable difference between advertising appeals 

related to individualism (Lin, 2001). The same situation can be found in another 

comparative study between mainland China, Hong Kong, and Taiwan. These three 

regional entities have shown diversified advertising appeals that correspond with 

anticipated cultural differences (Tse, Belk, & Zhou, 1989). In fact, the Eastern Asian 

countries are believed to share commonality in cultural values. However, advertising 

appeals are sensitive to even the slightest differences. Therefore, advertisers attempt to 

capitalize on the relevance between advertising and cultural values to ensure that 

consumers accept the messages without being offended or alienated, especially within the 

context of the global business setting. To date, the research on cross-border SBA 

advertisement is surprisingly lacking, given the fact that over half of SBAs are engaged 

in joint-marketing and promotion efforts (Coopers & Lybrand, 1997). Since the nature of 

cross-border SBA advertisements contains interactions between brands and consumers 

from different cultures, it is interesting to see how they execute their communication 
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strategies. Some studies have confirmed the decisive role of cultural differences in 

cross-border SBA communications, especially between so-called Western cultures and 

Eastern cultures influenced by Confucianism (Fedor & Werther, 1996; Nair & Stafford, 

1998). It is necessary for advertisers to identify how cross-border SBA advertisements 

differ from other advertisements. Points to examine include relevance to cultural values 

to see how cross-border SBA advertisements adapt their messages to capture attention 

and reception from consumers. 

Country-of-Origin Effect (COO) 

       Country-of-origin (COO) effect is defined as a country’s overall perception that 

influences consumers’ evaluation of the country’s products or brands (Bluemelhuber, 

Carter, & Lambe, 2007). In other words, COO is shown to have moderate effects on 

consumers’ attitudes and purchase intentions as a whole to various degrees (Lamper & 

Jaffe, 1998; Maheswaran, 1994). In the study of Lin and Sternquist, they examined a 

long-existing phenomenon that Taiwanese people show preference for products from 

Japan. Advertisers, regardless of their COO, try to relate their products to Japan when 

advertising in Taiwan. They emphasize the “made-in-Japan” information of products 

while minimizing COO of other involved countries that have negative country images for 

Taiwanese consumers (1994). Since COO is believed to be rather country-specific, many 
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advertisers pay close attention to COO effects when designing their messages. However, 

rare studies to date have systematically examined how COO is used in cross-border SBA 

advertisements in practice. This study attempts to bridge this gap by examining how 

COO is utilized or underrepresented in cross-border SBA advertising.  

       Bluemelhuber, Lambe, and Carter (2007) argue that cross-border SBA is 

especially susceptible to COO effects given their multi-national characteristics. The COO 

effect impacts consumers’ perceptions of cross-border SBAs significantly, just as it does 

for other business practice. Their findings confirm the conclusions in previous COO 

studies in terms of how familiarity directs consumers’ dependence on COO information. 

Since cross-border SBAs constantly face the issue of familiarity, the understanding about 

COO’s impact on cross-border SBAs is especially crucial. 

       COO studies are evolving rapidly as more firms find the need to confirm the 

actual impact of its effect when consumers evaluate product quality, form brand attitudes, 

and generate purchase intentions. Based on past studies, product quality is the most 

susceptible to COO effects (Lin & Sternquist, 1994). Earlier studies often treat COO as a 

single factor to influence consumers’ brand attitude. However, COO is not predominantly 

decisive in affecting consumers’ assessment. Consumers actually rely on many different 

pieces of information to make judgments on brand choices. Therefore, later works add 
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other factors weighing the relative importance of COO (Okechuku, 1994; Chao, Wuhrer, 

& Werani, 2005). Consumers’ level of expertise and familiarity, for instance, are found to 

be decisive in how COO is facilitated in their decision-making process for products 

(Okechuku, 1994). Maheswaran’s research (1994) further confirms this standpoint. 

Experts use inherent attributes for evaluation, while novices place great importance on 

COO. In empirical cross-border SBA study, familiarity has often been shown to be the 

key determinant for of consumers’ buying intention. The study of Abratt and Motlana on 

a cross-border SBA between an international brand and a leading local brand reveals how 

familiarity alters consumers’ brand choice. Since cross-border SBAs usually involve the 

introduction of new combined entities without much familiarity, COO is expected to be 

used more often as an aided cue to confirm consumers’ buying intentions. Over the years, 

there are several reasons for the difference in countries’ product evaluation based on 

COO.  

       Since consumers are more likely to rely on COO in the occasion of evaluating 

cross-border SBAs, the understanding of the pattern for consumers’ preferences 

concerning COO is very important. Many studies have shown that economic 

development is the key to consumers’ evaluation of certain countries of origin: MDC 

(more developed country) versus LDC (less developed country). Generally speaking, 
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consumers from MDCs tend to have more favorable attitude toward domestically-made 

products or products from other MDCs. Lin and Sternquist uses four MDCs to test 

Taiwanese consumers and found that Taiwanese have more favorable evaluation for 

products from all MDCs (1994). This hypothesis is consistent with the trend of “buy 

American” and the relatively negative COO image of products from China in America, a 

country generally considered to be a predominant MDC (Levin, Jasper, Mittelstaedt, & 

Gaeth, 1993). Research also indicates that product categories adjust the impact of COO 

effects. High-involvement products like automobiles are highly-sensitive to COO 

information, while consumers shopping for low-involvement products like coffee beans 

rely on price and other attribute as a whole (Zafar, Johnson, & Boon, 2004). Cross-border 

SBA advertisers will benefit from the current practice of how COO information is used in 

different product categories.  

       The idea of MDC and LDC provides evidence for the country-specific attribute 

of consumers’ reaction to COO. Some experts focus on the role of culture in COO 

research. Bluemelhuber, Carter, and Lambe replicate the work of Ruth’ and Simonin and 

find that the COO has significant impact on consumers’ brand attitude and purchase 

intention directly or indirectly in different countries (2007). Cattin et al applied COO to a 

transnational study and found that similar stereotyping is shared by countries with 
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similar cultural values (1982). Bilkey and Nes believed that consumers in a country share 

similar stereotype of another country’s image and carry over the effects of product 

evaluation (1982). Therefore, many experts suggest COO information should be carefully 

evaluated before being integrated into communication messages (eg. Lin & Sternquist, 

1994). 
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CHAPTER 3 

Methodology 

This chapter explains the methodology used in this study. A content analysis was 

conducted to compare SBA advertisements in the US and Taiwan. The following sections 

include the sampling method used, an explanation of the procedures, and data analysis. 

Research Questions 

1. How are cross-border SBA advertisements different from domestic SBA 

advertisements in Taiwan and the United States respectively? 

The results of this research question are expected to reveal how multi-national 

characteristics of cross-border SBAs lead to the differences in SBA advertising 

communication methods. The overall results also help us look into the general 

characteristics of SBA advertisements and fill the gap of rare research in SBA 

advertisements exclusively. 

2. How are cross-border SBA advertisements different between Taiwan and the United 

States? 

This research question aims to learn how cross-border SBA advertisement stands 

out as a unique advertising practice. The focus is on finding patterns in the 
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communication strategies across societies and enhancing the generalizability of this study. 

Unlike general advertising, cross-border SBA advertisements contain more advertisers 

and countries. The effect of country-of-origin will also be weighed to see how advertising 

practitioners dealt with this inherent nature of cross-border SBA advertising in both 

countries with diverse cultural backgrounds. 

Content Analysis 

       Content analysis is a tool in advertising research to help researchers 

systematically examine recorded communication. Unlike other research techniques 

within the realm of communication studies, content analysis is “the study of message 

itself” (Kassarjiann, 1977, p.8). It offers insights into patterns in existing message content 

for empirical evidence (Kolbe & Burnett, 1991). The rules and operational definitions in 

content analysis help draw valid inferences from advertising. The procedures of sampling, 

operationalization, and measurement enable researchers to translate messages into 

statistical units and facilitate comparative and replicated studies for higher validity of 

communication theories and observed phenomena. Content analysis also provides the 

foundation for research opportunities and initiates new ideas (Rife, Lacy, & Fico, 2005). 

In a nutshell, content analysis introduces three advantages for the study of 
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communication: objectivity, quantification, and systemization (Kassarjiann, 1977; Potter 

& Levine-Donnerstein, 1999). 

       However, inherent weaknesses in content analysis are inevitable. Content 

analysis is often biased by researchers’ subjective knowledge of the field of study. Coding 

procedures, which are highly sensitive to coders’ cognition, are likely to produce 

systematic errors and biased results (Kolbe & Burnett, 1991). Such errors and biases 

often affect the analysis of latent content, which is the meaning underneath the manifest 

messages. These errors can lead to low validity of the study. While content analysis is 

highly utilized to prove the presence of characteristics and patterns in message content, 

most content analyses lack theoretical concepts and predictability. (Kerlinger, 1973). To 

cope with these problems, high validity and reliability are necessary. Validity must be 

supported by previous theories, because the categories chosen must be exclusive and 

exhaustive, meaning categories must be clearly defined without being ambiguous and 

must include every intended unit of measure. Overlapping and ambiguity can discount 

exclusivity and, thus, reduce validity (Wimmer & Dominick, 1983). Reliability among 

the coders is also crucial to the success of content analysis. For a single coder, constant 

comparison between coded items is needed to ensure the stability. For two or more coders, 

the agreements between coders should be achieved through proper training. Reliability is 
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usually tested with statistical methods. According to Wimmer and Dominick, 10% to 25% 

of the content is optimal for reliability testing. Satisfactory inter-coder reliability level 

must be achieved based the each content analysis. Generally speaking, 80% is the desired 

level of reliability for most content analyses (2003; Rife, Lacy, & Fico, 2005).  

Sampling 

       This study involves a sampling of advertisements from two general interest 

magazines from Taiwan and the United States from 2004 to 2008. Advertisements from 

Times Weekly Entertainment and Times Weekly Politics represent the samples of Taiwan 

while Times Magazine and Newsweek of the US are included. The selection of these 

magazines was based on the circulation ranking published by the Government 

Information Office of Taiwan in 2008 (see Appendix A) and Magazine Publishers in 

America (see Appendix B). Times Weekly publishes top general interests magazines in 

two issues, entertainment and politics. They are not sold separately. However, this content 

analysis considered them to be different magazines due to their diverse content and 

intended audiences. Generally speaking, general-interest magazines are sold in this 

fashion in Taiwan. They are the second best-selling magazines in Taiwan. The reason this 

content analysis does not use the best-selling general-interest magazine, Next Media, is 

due to the concern about the nationality of ownership. Next Media was founded in Hong 
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Kong. To avoid possible interference from its nationality, Time Weekly was chosen for 

this content analysis.  

       For the US magazines in the general interest category, the considerations were 

based on the circulation and availability. Time Magazine was the best-selling magazine 

and Newsweek was the runner-up for 2008. 

       General-interest magazines were chosen based on the fact that they contain the 

most unique SBA magazine advertisements. Besides, the audiences of general-interest 

magazines are the most diverse group available within the scope of this research. The 

composition of audiences of general-interest magazines is expected to provide 

advertisements that are not limited to single dimensions. The time span chosen from 2004 

to 2008 is a compromise between availability of the magazines as well as timeliness. All 

of the magazines used for sampling are assets of major institutions in the US and Taiwan. 

Time Magazine and Newsweek were sampled in the University of Texas at Austin. Both 

Times Weekly Entertainment and Times Weekly Politics were sampled in the National 

Central Library in Taipei, Taiwan. Each of the four magazines complete issues in the time 

span chosen, and each printed more than 600 issues during the time period. In addition to 

the author, two collectors were hired to assist in collecting advertisements from the 
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magazines. All of the collectors were trained to identify SBA ads featuring partnerships 

defined in this study before they started collecting the advertisements.  

Coding Scheme 

       A code sheet (see Appendix C) was developed based on past research in SBA.  

There are several sections contained in the code sheet (Lee, 2010). The first section 

includes 11 items about the basic information of the advertisements, including the year of 

publication, size and layouts, and the way advertisements are presented. Product 

categories were acquired from MRI (Mediamark Research and Intelligence), a marketing 

database, and adapted to identify products accurately. The second section includes items 

that are the focal points of this study: COO identifications, business practice forms, 

communication strategies, advertising appeals, country-of-origin, and information cues 

used. 

       Country-of-origin (COO) information was coded based on the definition of 

Bluemelber, Carter, and Lambe in 2007. Partnering companies that are headquartered in 

different countries were considered to be a cross-border SBA (2007). Coders were trained 

to identify COO information of SBAs in the training sessions. In addition to recognizing 

geo-representation of SBAs, cross-border SBAs showing their specific country-of-origin 

were coded differently and the countries’ names were documented. The information of 
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the names shown provides the frequency and preference of advertisers utilizing COO 

information to boost their adverting messages. 

       Business practice forms were developed based on the categories identified by 

Cooper and Lybrand (1997). They are joint marketing/promotion, distribution, production, 

design collaboration, research and development, and other outsourcing purposes. Since 

the SBA advertisements in nature indicate partially joint marketing/promotion efforts, the 

coders were asked to identify the most prominent form based on the SBA itself. 

Following the business practice forms, channel of distribution types were developed 

according to the model set forth by Samu, Krishnan, and Smith. According to their 

research, communication strategies were often adjusted with different SBA arrangements 

on either vertical or horizontal alliances. The results are expected to shed some light on 

how different SBA forms were represented in advertising. 

       Advertising appeals were divided into two parts. One of them is an adaptation 

from Young Sook Moon and Kara Chen. They identified the 32 most common advertising 

appeals based on previous studies (2003). The borrowing of the operational definitions of 

advertising appeals enables further comparison with previous works. The second part of 

advertising appeals refers to rational and emotional appeals, which are believed to 
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represent cultural difference in advertising (eg. Hong, Mudderisoglu, & Zinkhan, 1983; 

Albers-Miller & Stafford, 1999).  

       The last part of the code sheet is product information. This section includes the 

operational definitions of the 14 most-used informational cues in advertising to be part of 

the creative strategies established by Stern, Resnik, and Grubb (1977).  

The code book was translated into Chinese (see Appendix D) for the coding 

procedure for Taiwanese advertisements. It was back-translated to ensure validity by a 

Taiwanese female. The cross-translator was a graduate student majoring in Advertising in 

the US and was a Chinese-major back in Taiwan. 

Coding Procedure 

       Two coders were hired for each country. In the Taiwanese sample, two female 

students were selected based on their major and native language. Both were native 

Taiwanese majoring in advertising with fluent English proficiency. Both coders for the 

US magazines were employed based on research interests and sufficient background in 

US advertisements as well as language ability. Before the start of coding, coders 

underwent a 20-hour training session to ensure their proficiency in recognizing the 

information needed from the advertisements. Coders were taught to operate proper 

coding schemes to ensure the validity of the study was maintained satisfactorily. More 
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than 20% of the advertisements were used for inter-coder reliability verification. For the 

sampling of Taiwanese advertisements, inter-coder reliabilities for each examined items 

are reported here: business practice forms, 0.83; geographic representation, 0.87.; channel 

of distribution, 0.804; communication strategies, 0.86; rational and emotional appeals, 

0.914; information cues, 0.86. Advertising appeals, which were considered to be highly 

complicated latent content, have lower inter-coder reliability, which is 0.714. For the 

sampling of US advertisements, inter-coder reliabilities are reported here: business 

practice forms, 0.907; channel of distribution, 0.88; communication strategies, 0.92; 

rational/emotional appeals, 0.89; product information cues, 0.9.; advertising appeals, 0.82. 

Based on Perreault and Leigh (1989), all but the reliability of 32 advertising appeals 

coded for Taiwan’s advertisements exceeded the desired level of inter-coder reliability. 

Coders were gathered to reach consensus on disagreements and resumed their 

coding process based on the revised coding scheme. The lower reliability of advertising 

appeals in Taiwan’s samples is expected to be a limitation of this research.  
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CHAPTER 4 

Results 

       This chapter provides the results of the findings from this content analysis. This 

section first analyzes intra-country findings in Taiwan and the US respectively. Then 

inter-country findings of cross-border SBA advertisements in both countries are 

compared to learn more about existing cultural differences. There are 418 and 204 

advertisements from Taiwan and the US respectively. In Taiwan, the sample includes 356 

cross-border SBA advertisements and 82 domestic SBA advertisements, which the 

sample of the US includes 82 cross-border SBA advertisements and 122 domestic SBA 

advertisements.  

SBA Advertisement in Taiwan 

Geographic Representation 

       Cross-border SBAs are more prevalent in advertising practice than 

domestic-only SBAs. Fully 85.2% of SBA advertisements feature at least one partnering 

brand headquartered in a different country, while only 14.8% of SBA advertisements 

display domestic-only SBA activities (see Table 1). Cross-border SBAs are dominant in 

terms of utilizing advertising to develop brands in Taiwan’s market.  
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Table 1 Geographic Representation of SBA Advertisements in Taiwan(n=418) 

 Frequency Percent 

Domestic SBA 62 14.8 

Cross-Border SBA 356 85.2 

 

Business Practice Forms 

       Distribution collaboration is the most common business practice form in both 

domestic and cross-border SBA advertising (see Table 2). This difference is reflective of 

the practices dichotomized by channels of distribution. Domestic SBAs are formed 

through more vertical alliances, while cross-border SBAs have more horizontal 

partnerships (see Table 3). This phenomenon can be further explained by the product 

categories in SBA advertisements. Of all the domestic SBA advertisements, nearly 60% 

have at least one retailer, which usually plays the role of channel of distribution within 

the partnership. On the other hand, approximately 50% of all cross-border SBAs are 

composed of at least one retailer within the partnership. This difference of inclusion of 

retailers is reflected on the different business practice forms. Overall, cross-border SBA 

advertisements in Taiwan feature more diverse business practice forms, while domestic 

SBAs are dominated by vertical alliances. 
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Table 2 Business Practice Forms in Taiwan’s SBA Advertisements (n=418) 

SBA Type Joint Marketing Distribution Production Design 

Domestic SBA 24 (38.7%) 37 (59.7%) 1 (1.6%) 0 

Cross-Border SBA 156 (43.8%) 169 (47.5%) 27 (6.5%) 5 (1.4%) 

 

Table 3 Channels of Distribution in Taiwan’s SBA Advertisements (n=418) 

SBA Type Vertical Alliance Horizontal Alliance 

Domestic SBA 37 (59.7%) 25 (40.3%) 

Cross-Border SBA 177 (49.7%) 179 (50.3%) 

 

Communication Strategies 

In Taiwan, domestic SBA and cross-border SBA advertisements have very 

similar communication strategies in stressing product complementarity between brands 

(see Table 4). SBA advertisements in Taiwan in general primarily use shared attributes in 

communication strategies. Over 90% of SBA uses shared attributes in their 

communication strategies in advertisements. This provides some insight into the high 

cultural-context setting in Taiwan. This is consistent with the general assumptions of 

previous studies (eg., Biswas, Olsen, & Carter, 1992; Hall & Hall, 1990). High 

cultural-context countries include more intangible communication strategies into their 

advertising execution. 
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However, cross-border SBA advertisements used shared usage situations in their 

advertisements more often. Consistent with the study of Samu, Krishnan, and Smith, 

shared usage situations require less cognitive effort when processing the messages (1999). 

The more complicated nature of cross-border SBAs may propel SBA advertisers to adopt 

communication strategies focusing on the shared usage situation to further reduce the 

required cognitive efforts of consumers. However, the prevalence of shared attributes in 

communication strategies coincides with Taiwan’s high cultural context, which is also 

shared within many East Asian societies. 

Table 4 Communication Strategies in Taiwan’s SBA Advertisements 

SBA Type Shared Usage Situations Shared Attributes 

Domestic SBA 2 (3.2%) 60 (96.8%) 

Cross-Border SBA 34 (9.6%) 322 (90.4%) 

 

Rational/Emotional Appeals 

Compared to the dominant usage of shared usage situations for communication 

strategies, rational and emotional advertising appeals have rather diverse arrangements in 

Taiwan’s SBA advertisements (see Table 5). There is a significant difference between 

these two types of advertisements. While domestic SBAs utilize more rational advertising 

appeals (66.1% use rational appeals), cross-border SBAs show almost equal use of both 
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appeals (Chi-Square=6.705, p<0.01).  

Table 5 Rational/Emotional Appeal in Taiwan’s SBA Advertisements 

SBA Type Rational Emotional 

Domestic SBA 41 (66.1%) 21 (33.9%) 

Cross-Border SBA 172 (48.3%) 184 (51.7%) 

(Chi-Square=6.705, P<0.01) 

 

Advertising Appeals in Taiwan’s SBA Advertisements 

SBA advertisements are atypical of the cultural dimensions defined for Taiwan’s 

society in almost every category (see Table 6) based on the operational definition in the 

study of Moon and Chan in 2005. SBA ads in Taiwan contain more high-individualistic, 

low-uncertainty-avoidance, and high-masculinity advertising appeals. Domestic SBA 

advertisements have even a higher amount of use of high-individualistic appeals. It is 

possible that Taiwan’s previously defined cultural dimensions have shifted since the 

definition in Hofstede’s study was proposed. Acculturation, accompanied by 

Westernization as predicted in the study of Tse, Belk, and Zhou has changed the 

advertising appeals utilized in SBA advertisements (1989). From these findings, domestic 

SBA advertisers were more sensitive to this transformation and tailored their advertising 

messages accordingly. Though the big picture (communication strategies and 
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rational/emotional appeals) is still maintained culturally, more specific advertising 

appeals might reflect acculturation over the years. 

Table 6 Taiwan SBA Advertising Appeals and Cultural Dimensions 

Domestic 
  

Cross-Border 
 

High UDI 
    

 
Safety 0 Safety 3 

 
Technology 2 Technology 67 

 
Tradition 1 Tradition 2 

Total 
 

1.60% 
 

6.81% 

Low UDI 
    

 
Adventure 3 Adventure 47 

 
Magic 10 Magic 43 

 
Youth 4 Youth 23 

Total 
 

9.04% 
 

10.68% 

High MSI  
   

 
Competition 1 Competition 12 

 
Effectiveness 20 Effectiveness 57 

 
Wealth 2 Wealth 41 

 
Work 0 Work 0 

Total 
 

12.23% 
 

10.40% 

Low MSI 
    

 
Courtesy 10 Courtesy 30 

 
Family 3 Family 20 

 
Nurturance 1 Nurturance 6 

Total 
 

7.45% 
 

5.29% 

High IDV 
    

 
Individualism 1 Individualism 6 

 
Uniqueness 0 Uniqueness 7 

 
Beauty 20 Beauty 96 

 
Health 22 Health 25 

Total 
 

22.87% 
 

12.67% 

Low IDV 
    

 
Collectivism 12 Collectivism 26 
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Table 6, cont. 

 
Popularity 3 Popularity 44 

 
Patriotism 0 Patriotism 0 

Total 
 

7.98% 
 

6.62% 

High PDI 
    

 
Social status 0 Social status 20 

 
Respect for elderly 0 Respect for elderly 0 

Total 
 

0.00% 
 

1.89% 

 

Information Content 

Despite the lesser use of emotional appeals in SBA advertising in Taiwan, the 

information content of advertisements does not reflect this difference. In fact, domestic 

SBA advertisements, despite higher rational advertising appeals, do not persuade their 

consumers with more informational cues, which are often logical and factual. The 

average numbers of information cues in SBA advertisements are very similar (see Table 

7). 

However, both SBA advertising types reflects the trend in their business practice 

forms by including more availability information in advertising (see Table 7; Table 8; 

Table 9). The reason for the dominance and prevalence of availability might be related to 

the high utilization of vertical alliances and the high involvement of retailers in SBA 

activities in Taiwan. 

Based on previous studies, both SBA advertisements can be considered as 
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informative ads. If the criterion is shifted to two cues per advertisement as the minimum 

for being considered informative, the majority of Taiwan’s SBA advertisements are 

informative, over 60% for each type (see Table 11; Table 12). According to previous 

studies, “Japan” and the “US” had fewer than two information cues per ad. Therefore, 

SBA advertisements in Taiwan can be regarded as more informative than advertisements 

in many other countries. An explanation can be drawn from the multi-county and 

multi-brand characteristics of SBA advertisements. Advertisers are in need of more 

information to inform intended audiences of their multi-brand activities and partnerships. 

Table 7 Information Content in Taiwan’s SBA Advertisements 

SBA Ads Number of Cues 

Domestic 2.27 

Cross 2.31 

 

Table 8 Top 5 Information Cues in Taiwan’s Domestic SBA Advertisements 

Information Cues Frequency Percentage (%) 

Availability 58 93.55% 
 

Performance 24 38.71% 
 

Special Offer 20 32.26% 
 

Component (Content) 14 22.58% 

Price 10 16.13% 
 

Quality 10 16.13% 
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Table 9 Top 5 Information Cues in Taiwan’s Cross-Border SBA Advertisements 

Information Cues Frequency Percentage (%) 

Availability 308 86.52% 

Special Offer  109 30.62% 

Quality 103 28.93% 

Price 101 28.37% 

Performance 81 22.75% 

Table 10 Most Used Information Cues in Taiwan’s Domestic and Cross-Border SBA 

Advertisements 

Rank Domestic Cross-Border 

1 Availability Availability 

2 Performance Special Offer  

3 Special Offer Quality 

4 Component (Content) Price 

5 Price Performance 

 

Table 11 Information Cues Taiwan’s Domestic SBA Advertisements (n=62) 

 

Table 12 Information Cues Taiwan’s Cross-Border SBA Advertisements (n=356) 

 

Number of Cues in Ad Frequency Percentage (%) 

≥1 61 98.39% 

≥2 40 64.52% 
 

≥3 25 40.32% 
 

≥4 13 21% 

Number of Cues in Ad Frequency Percentage (%) 

≥1 342 96.07% 
 

≥2 239 67.13% 
 

≥3 131 36.8% 
 

≥4 67 18.82% 
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SBA Advertisements in the US 

Geographic Representations 

In the US, domestic brands are more dominant in their overall use of SBA 

advertising (see Table 13). Almost 60% of SBA advertising activities are done by 

domestic SBAs. Competitive domestic brands and mature branding developments are 

potential factors for this difference. 

Table 13 Geographic Representation of US SBA Advertisements in the US (n=204) 

SBA Type Frequency Percent 

Domestic SBA 122 59.8 

Cross-Border SBA 82 40.2 

 

Business Practice Forms 

The major difference in business practice forms between domestic and 

cross-border SBA advertisements is that joint marketing/promotion alliances are the most 

dominant business practice form in the US (Chi-Square=7.861 df=2 p<0.05) (see Table 

14). The dominance of joint marketing/promotion is reflective of the significant 

prevalence of horizontal alliances as a whole, with over 63% of SBA advertising 

featuring horizontal alliances (see Table 15). 
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Table 14 Business Practice Forms in US SBA Advertisements (n=204) 

Chi-Square=7.861 df=2 p<0.05 

Table 15 Channels of Distribution in US SBA Advertisements (n=204) 

SBA Type Vertical Alliance Horizontal Alliance 

Domestic SBA 33 (27%) 89 (73%) 

Cross-Border SBA 30 (36.6%) 52 (63.4%) 

 

Communication Strategies 

       Communication strategies on product complementarity are very similar in both 

domestic and cross-border SBA advertisements (see Table 16). SBA advertisers might try 

to reduce the required cognitive efforts of consumers to process complementarity to the 

minimum. Advertisers might also conform to the low cultural-context setting in US 

society that advertising messages were assumed to be more understandable with tangible 

features. Stressing brand alliances with their shared usage situations usually gives a 

clearer clue to make the messages more understandable. 

 

SBA Type Joint Marketing Distribution Production Design 

Domestic SBA 75 (61.5%) 29 (23.8%) 18 (14.8%) 0 (0%) 

Cross-Border SBA 47 (57.3%) 31 (37.8%) 4 (4.9%) 0 (0%) 
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Table 16 Communication Strategies in US SBA Advertisements (n=204) 

SBA Type Shared Usage Situations Shared Attributes 

Domestic SBA 113 (92.6%) 9 (7.4%) 

Cross-Border SBA 79 (96.3 %) 3 (3.7%) 

 

Rational/Emotional Advertising Appeals 

        In the US, SBA advertisements tend to use rational appeals to design their 

messages. Over 70% adopt rational appeals to persuade their intended audiences (see 

Table 17). Cross-border SBA advertisements depend even more heavily on rational 

appeals, with slightly more than 80% using rational appeals. Foreign partnerships may be 

in need of more factual information to gain the trust of intended audiences in the US 

society. 

Table 17 Rational/Emotional Appeals in US SBA Advertisements (n=204) 

SBA Type Rational Emotional 

Domestic SBA 89 (73%) 33 (27%) 

Cross-Border SBA 66 (80.5%) 16 (19.5%) 

 

Advertising Appeals 

       The findings of the usage of more specific advertising appeals in US SBA 

advertisements reveal that Hofstede’s cultural dimensions can still be applied. All 
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measures but uncertainty-avoidance reflect that of the US within Hofstede’s framework 

(see Table 18). SBA advertisements in the US display the US as a highly individualistic 

and masculine society with less awareness of power distance. Basically, domestic SBA 

ads share similar reflections of cultural dimensions in advertising appeals with 

cross-border SBA advertisements. 

Table 18 US SBA Advertising Appeal and Cultural Characteristics 

Domestic 
  

Cross-Border 

High UAI 
    

 
Safety 14 Safety 3 

 
Technology 55 Technology 52 

 
Tradition 3 Tradition 8 

Total 
 

19.67% 
 

25.61% 

Low UAI 
    

 
Adventure 3 Adventure 5 

 
Magic 0 Magic 0 

 
Youth 11 Youth 4 

Total 
 

3.83% 
 

3.66% 

High MSI 
    

 
Competition 17 Competition 9 

 
Effectiveness 34 Effectiveness 27 

 
Wealth 12 Wealth 3 

 
Work 2 Work 3 

Total 
 

17.76% 
 

17.07% 

Low MSI 
    

 
Courtesy 1 Courtesy 0 

 
Family 7 Family 6 

 
Nurturance 19 Nurturance 7 

Total 
 

7.38% 
 

5.28% 

High IDV 
    

 
Individualism 2 Individualism 2 
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Table 18, cont. 

 
Uniqueness 19 Uniqueness 9 

 
Beauty 6 Beauty 6 

 
Health 12 Health 8 

Total 
 

10.66% 
 

10.16% 

Low IDV 
    

 
Collectivism 3 Collectivism 6 

 
Popularity 13 Popularity 7 

 
Patriotism 1 Patriotism 0 

Total 
 

4.64% 
 

5.28% 

High PDI 
    

 
Social Status 2 Social Status 5 

 
Respect for Elderly 0 Respect for Elderly 0 

Total 
 

0.55% 
 

2.05% 

 

Information Content 

       Consistent with the findings from rational and emotional appeals, the highly 

rational SBA advertisements in the US are reflective of the number of information cues 

used. More than 4 information cues were coded per ad (see Table 19). Almost all SBA 

advertisements can be considered informative based on Resnik and Stern’s definition 

(1977). Cross-border SBA advertisements are even more informative if 2 or more ads are 

considered informative (Table 24).  

The most widely-used information cues in US SBA advertisements are highly 

resembled. Availability and price are highly utilized in both SBA advertisements. 

However, quality, performance, and package are used even more in cross-border SBA 
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advertisements (see Table 20; Table 21; Table 22). Based on previous studies, the main 

concern of consumers for an unfamiliar product is quality. The higher percentage of 

quality found in cross-border SBA advertisements is consistent with previous 

frameworks. 

Table 19 Information Content US SBA Advertisements (n=204) 

SBA Number of Cues 

Domestic 4.09 

Cross 4.07 

 

Table 20 Top 5 Information Cues in US Domestic SBA Advertisements (n=122) 

Information Cues Frequency Percentage (%) 

Availability 109 89.34% 

Content/Component 106 86.89% 

Performance 81 66.39% 

Quality 73 59.84% 

Price 26 21.31% 

 

Table 21 Top 5 Information Cues in US Cross-Border SBA Advertisements (n=82) 

Information Cues Frequency Percentage (%) 

Availability 78 95.12% 

Content/Component 72 87.80% 

Performance 65 79.27% 

Quality 58 70.73% 

Package 17 20.73% 
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Table 22 Most Used Information Cues in Domestic and Cross-Border SBA 

Advertisements in Taiwan (n=204) 

Rank Domestic Cross-Border 

1 Availability Availability 

2 Content/Component Content/Component 

3 Performance Performance 

4 Quality Quality 

5 Package Price 

 

Table 23 Informative US Domestic SBA Advertisements (n=122) 

 

Table 24 Informative US Cross-Border SBA Advertisements (n=84) 

 

Comparison Between Taiwan and US Cross-Border SBA Advertisements 

Business Practice Forms 

       Cross-border SBA advertisements reflect the highly utilized distribution 

collaboration as a business practice form in Taiwan whereas joint marketing is dominant 

in the US (see Table 25). In the US, the much larger territory and dispersed consumer 

markets make it difficult for distribution collaboration to reach full efficiency. Therefore, 

Number of Cues in Ad Frequency Percentage (%) 

≥1 121 99.18% 

≥2 118 64.52% 
 

≥3 104 40.32% 
 

≥4 85 21% 

Number of Cues in Ad Frequency Percentage (%) 

≥1 82 100% 
 

≥2 81 98.78% 
 

≥3 70 85.37 
 

≥4 60 73.17% 
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US cross-border SBA advertisers might choose to focus on marketing and promotion 

efforts. Besides, the cost of advertising in nation-wide media might lead advertisers to 

share advertising expenses by forming joint marketing and promotion efforts in SBA 

activities. On the other hand, the highly dense geographic market parameters and 

population make leading channels of distribution more dominant in Taiwan’s market. 

Therefore, distribution collaborations and vertical alliances are more prevalent in 

Taiwan’s cross-border SBA advertisements (see Table 26).  

Table 25 Comparison between Business Practice Forms in Cross-border SBA 

Advertisements in Taiwan and the US 

Country Joint Marketing Distribution Production Design 

Taiwan 43.8% 47.5% 7.3% 1.4% 

US 57.3% 37.8% 4.9% 0% 

 

Table 26 Comparison between Cross-border SBA Channel of Distribution in 

Advertisements in Taiwan and the US 

Country Vertical Alliance Horizontal Alliance 

Taiwan 49.7% 50.3% 

US 36.6% 63.4% 

 

Communication Strategies 

       Based on the findings, cross-border SBA advertisements are highly reflective of 
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the difference in high/low cultural-context settings in the US and Taiwan (see Table 27). 

Over 90% of US cross-border SBA advertisements display shared usage situations to 

explain product complementarity, as opposed to Taiwan, where the opposite is true. The 

US is generally considered to be a low cultural-context society which tends to use more 

upfront messages in communicating SBA combinations. Taiwan, an assumed high 

cultural-context society based on results from historically close societies like Japan, relies 

heavily on intangible messages to convey information about their international 

partnerships.  

Table 27 Comparison between Cross-border SBA in Communication Strategies 

Advertisements in Taiwan and the US 

Country Shared Usage Situations Shared Attributes 

Taiwan 9.6% 90.4% 

US 96.3% 6.7% 

Pearson Chi-Square: 2.623E2 df=1 Sig<0.01  

Rational/Emotional Advertising Appeals and Information Content 

       Consistent with the findings in communication strategies, significant differences 

between rational and emotional advertising appeals used in both countries were 

discovered (Chi-Square=27.805, p<0.01) (see Table 28). There is an interesting pattern 

existing in the use of rational/emotional appeals. Cross-border SBA advertisements in 
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both countries use advertising appeals that are more consistent with the assumptions of 

the cultural preferences of each country. In the US, rational appeals were adopted more 

often in cross-border SBA than in domestic SBA advertisements, while Taiwan’s 

cross-border SBA ads skewed toward more frequent use of emotional appeals. Overall, 

cross-border SBA advertisers seemed to be more sensitive to cultural-context settings in 

each country and tailored the general tone of advertisements accordingly. 

       The higher prevalence in the use of rational advertising appeals in the US also 

reflects the higher number of information cues per ad than in Taiwan. Cross-border SBAs 

in the US average more than 4 information cues ad, whereas Taiwan’s counterparts 

average around 2.3 per ad (see Table 29). The popular hard-sell approach and the low 

cultural-context setting in the US are possible reasons for this difference. Many more 

information cues are needed to provide factual arguments to persuade intended audiences 

in the US. 

Table 28 Comparison between Cross-border SBA in Rational/Emotional Advertising 

Appeals in Advertisements in Taiwan and the US 

Country Rational Emotional 

Taiwan 48.3% 51.7% 

US 80.5% 19.5% 

Pearson Chi-Square=27.805 df=1 Sig<0.01 
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Table 29 Comparison between Numbers of Information Cues Used Cross-border 

SBA Advertisements in Taiwan and the US 

Country Number of Cues 

Taiwan 2.31 

US 4.09 

 

Table 30 Rank of Most Used Information Cues in US and Taiwan 

Rank US Taiwan 

1 Availability Availability 

2 Content/Component Special Offer  

3 Performance Quality 

4 Quality Price 

5 Package Performance 

 

Advertising Appeal 

       More specific advertising appeals provide some interesting findings between 

these two countries. The advertising appeals do not follow Hofstede’s index for each 

country as defined (Table 32). Taiwan, generally considered to be a collectivistic society, 

has a similar 2-to-1 ratio of the use of highly individualistic appeals and low 

individualistic appeals (see Table 31) This ratio is almost the same of that found in US 

cross-border SBA ads. Furthermore, highly individualistic advertising appeals are used 

more often in Taiwan’s cross-border SBA ads than in US ones. 

       Contrary to Hofstede’s model, US cross-border SBA ads primarily use 

advertising appeals related to high uncertainty avoidance. Taiwan’s cross-border SBA 

ads, on the other hand, display more frequent use of low uncertainty-avoidance 
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advertising appeals, which differs from Hofstede’s index. The only result that is 

consistent with Hofstede’s framework is masculinity. US cross-border SBA ads reflect 

the US as a more masculine society in their advertising appeals. 

Table 31 Cross-Border SBA Advertising Appeal and Cultural Characteristics (the 

US and Taiwan) 

US Cross-Border SBA Ads Taiwan Cross-Border SBA Ads  

High UAI     

 Safety 3 Safety 3 

 Technology 52 Technology 67 

 Tradition 8 Tradition 2 

Total  25.61%  6.81% 

Low UAI     

 Adventure 5 Adventure 47 

 Magic 0 Magic 43 

 Youth 4 Youth 23 

Total  3.66%  10.68% 

High MSI     

 Competition 9 Competition 12 

 Effectiveness 27 Effectiveness 57 

 wealth 3 Wealth 41 

 work 3 Work 0 

Total  17.07%  10.40% 

Low MSI     

 Courtesy 0 Courtesy 30 

 Family 6 Family 20 

 Nurturance 7 Nurturance 6 

Total  5.28%  5.29% 

High IDV     

 Individualism 2 Individualism 6 

 Uniqueness 9 Uniqueness 7 

 Beauty 6 Beauty 96 

 Health 8 Health 25 
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Table 31, cont. 

Total  10.16%  12.67% 

Low IDV     

 Collectivism 6 Collectivism 26 

 Popularity 7 Popularity 44 

 Patriotism 0 Patriotism 0 

Total  5.28%  6.62% 

High PDI     

 Social status 5 Social status 20 

 Respect for elderly 0 Respect for elderly 0 

Total  2.05%  1.89% 

 

Country-of-Origin (COO) 

       In the discussion of SBAs, the country-of-origin makes the most profound 

difference between cross-border SBAs and domestic SBAs in terms of communication. 

Based on previous studies in cross-border SBAs (eg., Bluemelhuber, Carter & Lambe, 

2007), country-of-origin has a moderating effect on consumers’ evaluation. However, this 

research does not find evidence of advertisers’ high utilization in revealing COO 

information (see Table 32). Both countries contain less than one-tenth cross-border SBA 

ads with COO information. As consumers become more educated, COO information 

might be perceived before consumers actually see the ads. Therefore, advertisers might 

see COO information as redundant. When advertisers chose to input COO information, 

developed countries, except for tourism sites, were preferred in both countries’ 

cross-border SBA advertisements. However, the small portion of ads with COO shown 
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makes it insignificant in this study. 

 

Table 32 COO information in Cross-Border SBA Advertisements in Taiwan and the 

US 

COO Information Shown Yes No 

Taiwan 7.6% 92.4% 

US 11% 89% 
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CHAPTER 5 

Summary 

       This chapter summarizes the finding from the previous chapter by answering the 

research questions. Limitations and suggestions for future studies are also discussed. 

Summary and Implications 

Based on the results presented in the previous chapter, cross-border SBA 

advertisements are similar to domestic SBA advertisements in terms of business practice 

patterns and vertical/horizontal alliances in both countries. However, communication 

strategies, rational/emotional appeals, help shed some light on different communication 

executions of cross-border SBA advertisements from domestic SBA advertisements. 

In these two countries, communication strategies in the US and Taiwan are 

highly reflective of respective cultural-context settings in both domestic and cross-border 

SBA advertisements. Shared usage situations were more utilized in cross-border SBA ads 

to reduce the cognition efforts required of intended audiences in Taiwan and the US. 

Cross-border SBA advertisers might have been aware of the more complicated nature of 

overseas partnerships and, thus, attempt to adapt their communication strategies to ease 

consumers’ cognitive processing of their partnerships. 
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Rational and emotional appeals used in these two countries also reveal a 

commonality shared by their cross-border SBA advertisements. The pattern of rational 

and emotional appeals used in Taiwan and the US displays the sensitivity of cross-border 

SBA advertisers to cultural-context settings. Emotional appeals are more dominant in 

Taiwan’s cross-border SBA ads, whereas rational appeals are more dominant in those of 

the US. This difference also manifests itself in the number of information cues used in 

both countries. This is generally consistent with the claim that US advertisers adopt a 

more hard-sell approach. US advertisers are generally more persuasive when providing 

more logic and numerical messages to gain the trust of their audiences. On the other hand, 

East Asian countries like Taiwan prefer soft-sell approaches and are accustomed to more 

intangible persuasive messages. 

As for more specified advertising appeals, both Taiwan’s domestic and 

cross-border SBA ads have displayed higher acculturation over the years and override 

Hofstede’s framework. Domestic SBA advertisers are even more susceptible to these 

changes and integrate more advertising appeals as a result of Westernization. In the US, 

SBA advertising appeals are mostly consistent with the cultural dimensions. However, the 

use of uncertainty avoidance in advertising appeals is prevalent in both SBA ads. This 

may reflect the transformation of consumers’ lifestyles and current economic situations, 
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and may also propel advertisers to tailor SBA advertisements accordingly. 

To conclude, cross-border SBA advertisements are not highly distinguished from 

domestic SBA advertisements in both societies. In general, SBA advertisements are much 

more informative than generic advertising. However, cross-border SBA advertisements in 

both countries do have some common attributes that require cross-border SBA advertisers’ 

attention. For example, broad executions like communication strategies on product 

complementarity and rational/emotional appeals are highly reflective of cultural-context 

settings. The framework of Hofstede should be carefully applied in cross-border SBA 

advertisements, for cultural dimensions may have shifted since Hofstede published his 

findings. COO information was considered to be an important attribute of cross-border 

SBA ads. However, neither country utilized COO information in their communication. It 

seems like COO is downplayed by cross-border SBA advertisers in both countries. It can 

be assumed that SBA advertisers might try to exclude COO information and, therefore 

reduce stereotyping caused by COO effects. This phenomenon is worth examining in 

future research. 

Limitations and Suggested Future Research 

No single study establishes itself without limitations. The sampling method has 

limited the generalizability of this study’s results. The consensus sampling from only one 
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magazine category may influence the results toward reflecting certain advertising types 

and advertisers. Furthermore, the samples may not be large enough for each SBA 

advertising category, as only 82 ads were classified in the US as cross-border SBA 

advertising. Also, low inter-coder reliability for some latent content in Taiwan’s samples 

presents a notable concern for this study. Although the US samples have high inter-coder 

reliability, the native countries of coders may create interference. As documented in 

Chapter 3, coders for Taiwan’s samples are native Taiwanese. Coders for the US samples 

are neither from the US nor English-native. Native coders may be more likely to perceive 

latent content more sensitively than non-native coders. This might lead to biased results 

and discount the validity of th Future research should include more magazine categories 

instead of specific magazine types to reduce the impact of certain patterns given a limited 

variety of samples. It was likely that product categories were not as diverse as those 

available in real-world SBA advertising situations. More diversified magazine categories 

with larger sample sizes will provide more legitimate results, enabling researchers to 

generalize their findings more widely. 

The importance of COO effects should be further examined to explain the 

reasons for COO’s rare presence in cross-border SBA advertisements. COO is deemed 

the most significant characteristic that distinguishes cross-border SBAs and domestic 
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SBAs. Though previous studies have identified that COO works well in certain 

country-specific context, advertisers did not take advantage of the potential benefits. It is 

possible that advertisers intentionally use other cues to hint audiences about COO 

information. For example, there may be some existing patterns that advertisers use to 

indicate their COO information. Future research may need to examine these possible 

patterns to gain advanced understanding about the implications of COO in cross-border 

SBA advertisements. Future studies may need to identify how consumers perceive COO 

information without aided recall in cross-border SBA advertisements. 

Second, this study did not divide cross-border SBAs based on their 

countries-of-origin. In fact, cross-border SBAs involved with a domestic brand may 

employ different communication strategies. It is likely that advertisers may utilize 

patriotism to promote these partnerships. On the other hand, cross-border SBAs 

composed of only foreign brands may use very different approaches to strengthen or 

underplay their countries-of-origin. 

The comparison of SBA advertisements and generic advertisements sampled 

during the same period will help legitimize the assumption that SBA ads are a unique 

advertising form in Taiwan and the US. This will provide more timely and legitimate 

guidelines for cross-border SBA advertisers to design communication strategies for these 
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markets. This study has already found some patterns of how cross-border SBAs executed 

their broader communication strategies with more sensitivity to culturally contextual 

settings. If future studies prove similar findings, advertisers can better apply these studies 

into real practice. 
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Appendix A 

Taiwan Weekly General-Interest Magazine Rank (2007) 

 

Rank Magazine Publisher 

1 Next Media Politics & Entertainment Next Media 

2 Times Weekly Politics & Entertainment* Times Weekly 

3 TVBS Weekly Politics & Entertainment Intermedia 

4 New News Weekly New News 

5 Asian Weekly Asian Weekly 

       *Magazine selected in this study                Publication Journal (2008) 
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Appendix B 

US Magazine Circulation (2008) 

 

Rank Publication Name Estimate Circulation 

11 People 3,746,426 

12 Game Informer Magazine 3,508,267 

13 Time the Weekly Magazine* 3,374,366 

14 Prevention 3,335,348 

15 TV Guide 3,266,323 

16 Sports Illustrated 3,239,968 

17 Taste of Home 3,200,261 

18 Cosmopolitan 2,932,272 

19 Southern Living 2,818,517 

20 AAA Via 2,816,146 

21 Newsweek* 2,720,034 

            *Magazine selected in this study           Magazine Publishers of America (2008) 
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Appendix C 

SBA Code Book (English Version) 

 

1) Advertisement number – indicate the number that has been assigned to the 

advertisement you are coding based on the list of magazine ads.     

 

2) Coder number – indicate the number which you have been assigned for the purpose of 

this project. 

 1. __________ 

 2. __________ 

 3. __________ 

 

3) Title of magazine – circle the number for magazine names listed in the code sheet. 

 

4) Publication date – write down the publication date 

 

5) Magazine type – 

1. Fashion magazines (Good Housekeeping, Vogue, Elle and Marie Claire) 

 

6) Size of ad – indicate the size of ad based on following list (choose only one. See 

appendix 1): 

1. Two page full 2. One page full 3. 2/3 page 4. 1/3 page 

5. 1/4 page 6. 6. 1/6 page 7. 7. 1/12 page 8. 1/2 page 

 

7) Write down number of brands involved in the ad 

 

 

Brand #1/Brand #2/Brand #3 Product/Service Category  

8) Primary type of the most prominent brand #1 product/service category – indicate the 

product category to which the primary product or service belongs. If more than four 

brands feature in the ad, write down only brand #1 category. Choose from the following 

list: 
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1. Food and beverage – includes any food items and non-alcoholic beverages. 

2. Alcoholic beverages – includes beer, wine, and hard liquor. 

3. Tobacco products – include cigarettes and chewing tobacco. 

4. Automobile, automobile-related, and personal transportation vehicles – 

includes autos, trucks, bicycles, mopeds, motorcycles, and parts and supplies 

for these products. Does not include ads for automotive retailers or gas 

stations (see retailers). 

5. Over the counter drugs/medicines – includes both non-prescription medicines 

such as aspirin and cold and flu remedies, as well as prescription drugs. 

6. Household and lawn and garden supplies – includes household supplies such 

as pots and pans, glasses, detergents, cleaners and air fresheners as well as 

home office suppliers such stationary. Also includes lawn and garden supplies 

such as trash bags and hedge trimmers. Does not include lawn mowers or 

major household appliances. 

7. Electronic appliances or products – includes any major household appliance, 

including refrigerators, ovens, washers and dryers, snow blowers, and lawn 

mowers. Also includes stereo components, television sets and radio as well as 

cameras, watches and clocks. Does not include supplies for these products 

such as film, videocassette or CDs, wireless communication devices such as 

cell phone, PDA, blackberry, iphone, etc (See #24).  

8. Cosmetic and personal care products – includes cosmetics and other personal 

care products such as soap, shampoo, shaving cream and feminine hygiene 

products. 

9. Diet and exercise products – includes diet pills, lotions, drinks, plans and 

weight loss programs. Also includes any exercise product (e.g., treadmill, 

weighs, ab machines), classes (e.g., pilates, yoga) gyms. 

10. Clothing, shoes, and apparel – includes all types of clothing except for that 

which can be classified as sporting goods (e.g., shoulder pads, running shoes). 

Also includes jewelry, luxury analog watch, and clothing accessories, with the 

exception of digital watches (See #7). 
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11. Furniture – includes household furnishings such as chairs and tables as well as 

floor and wall coverings. 

12. Events or Entertainment/entertainment supplies – includes ads for movies 

plays, or special events. Also includes supplies such as videocassette, CDs, 

DVDs, tapes, and film for cameras, with the exception of sports events (See 

#30). 

13. Home computers and computer supplies – includes computer hardware 

(mainly PC’s) and supplies such as floppy disks or paper designed for use in 

the home. 

14.  Office equipment and supplies – includes mainframe computers, copy 

machines, fax machines, telecommunications equipment for offices and other 

equipment and supplies used by business. Business furniture is also included 

here. 

15. Sporting goods, toys, and games – includes equipment which is explicitly 

used in sporting events, including clothing used in those events. Also includes 

toys and games which are use for entertainment purposes. 

16. Pets, pet food, and pet supplies – pets or any product directly related to pet 

care. 

17. Publications – books, newspapers and magazines, or any other type of 

non-public service publication. 

18. Movie – commercials for motion pictures. Does not include commercials for 

movie theaters. 

19. Retailers- include hotels, motels, restaurants, bars, movie theaters, department 

stores, supermarkets, and any other type of retail store.  

20. Banking and financial services – banks and financial service firms, including 

insurance companies. 

21. Telecommunications services – includes long distance or local telephone 

service, telegrams, overseas cables or wires, fax service, telex, and wiring 

money or flowers. 

22. Transportation services – airlines, train, subway, taxi, bus, ships, package 

delivery, express shipping (e.g., Fedex) 
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23. Non-profit organizations – charity, foundation or any organization whose 

purpose is social or political change (e.g., American Heart Association) 

24. Wireless communication devices – include cell phone and all type of smart 

phone such as blackberry and iphone etc. Exclude ads that focus on 

telecommunications service provider such as att&t, Verizon, t-mobile, etc. 

(See #21). 

25. Miscellaneous products – choose this category if a physical product fits none 

of the above categories. If this option is chosen, please write out the product 

category on the coding instrument in the pace provided. 

26. Miscellaneous service – choose this category if a service business fits none of 

the above categories. If this option is chosen, please write out the product 

category on the coding instrument in the space provided. 

27. Other 

28. Computer OS/software (e.g., Window Vista, MS office, solutions) 

29. Online retailer websites 

30. Sports team & events/leagues/organizations  

31. Media service/channel/program 

32. Hospital/health management/health care service 

33. Marketing research service 

34. Tour package/regional tour service 

 

9) Follow the same procedure described in question 9 above for brand #2. 

      (If more than four brands feature in the ad, write down 0) 

 

10) Follow the same procedure described in question 9 above for brand #3. 

      (If more than four brands feature in the ad, write down 0) 

 

Domestic/Cross-border SBA 

11) Geographical representation of SBA – indicate the geographical boundary of SBA ad. 

Code: 

1. Domestic SBA 

2. Cross-border SBA; Write down the number of countries involved in the ad. 
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12) Country-of-origin information – indicate whether country-of-origin information is 

explicitly printed and identifiable in the ad. 

1. No 

2. Yes; Write down country names involved in the ad for brand #1, #2, #3, etc. 

 

Types of SBA 

13) Type of business practice forms for products/brands in the ad – indicate the type of 

business practice fields (Coopers and Lybrand 1997). Code: 

1. Joint marketing/promotion – indicate where two companies collaborate on a 

joint sales promotion (e.g., Disney and Mars offer a holiday in Disney land).   

2. Distribution – indicate where two companies distribute products/service in a 

same distribution channel (e.g., clothing exclusively sold at Macy’s)  

3. Production –  indicate where two companies collaborate to manufacture a 

product/service together  (e.g., Phillshaver razor + Nivea lotion) 

4. Design collaboration – indicate where two companies collaborate to improve 

product design (e.g., Porche design + Poggenpohl, a German kitchen company 

 Porche kitchen). 

5. R&D contracts 

6. Other outsourcing purposes 

 

14) Types of channel of distribution – indicate whether two companies are combined 

vertically or horizontally to form SBA in the ad (Samu, Krishnan, and Smith 1999). 

Code: 

1. Vertical alliance – combinations such as Manufacturer + distributor 

2. Horizontal alliance – combinations such as manufacturer A + manufacturer B 

 

SBA Communication Strategy 

15) Types of SBA communications – indicate how two different brands are understood in 

SBA ad (Samu, Krishnan, and Smith 1999). Code: 

1. Shared usage situations – situations where two tangible products/brands are 

used together 
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2. Shared/overlapping attributes – situations where two brands have a common 

attribute  

 

16) Advertising appeal – indicate which type of appeal is used in the ad. 

  1. Adventure This suggests boldness, bravery, courage, or thrill 

2. 2. Beauty 
This suggests that the use of a product will enhance the 

loveliness, attractiveness or elegance of an individual 

3. Collectivism 

The emphasis here is on the individual in relation to others 

typically in the reference group, Individuals are depicted as 

integral parts of the group 

3. 4. Competition 

The emphasis here is on distinguishing a product from its 

counterparts by aggressive comparisons. While explicit 

comparison may use such words as “number one” or 

“leader”  

5. 

Convenience 

A product is suggested to be handy and easy to use 

6. Courtesy 
Politeness and friendship toward the consumer are shown 

through the use of polished and affable language 

7. Economy 
The inexpensive, affordable, and cost-saving nature of 

product is emphasized 

8. 

Effectiveness 

A product is suggested to be powerful and capable of 

achieving certain ends 

9. Enjoyment This suggests that a product will make its user wild with joy 

10. Family 

The emphasis here is on the family life and family 

members. The commercial stresses family scenes: getting 

married, companionship of siblings, kinship, being at home, 

and suggests that a certain product is good for the whole 

family  

11. Health 

This value commends that the use of a product will enhance 

or improve the vitality, soundness, strength, and robust of 

body 

12. 

Individualism 

The emphasis here is on the self-sufficiency and 

self-reliance of an individual or on the individual as being 

distinct and unlike others 

13. Leisure This suggests that the use of a product will bring one 
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comfort and relaxation 

14. Magic 
The emphasis here is on the miraculous effect and nature of 

a product (e.g., “Bewitch your man…”; “Heals like magic”) 

15. Modernity 
The notion of being new, contemporary, up-to-date, and 

ahead of time is emphasized 

16. Natural 

This suggests spiritual harmony between man and nature by 

making references to the elements, animals, vegetables, or 

minerals 

17. Neatness The notion of being clean and tidy is stressed 

18. Nurturance 
This stress giving charity , help, protection, support, or 

sympathy to the weak, disabled, young, or elderly 

19. Patriotism 
The love of and the loyalty to one’s own nation inherent in 

the nature or in the use of a product are suggested here 

20. Popularity 

The focus here is on the universal recognition and 

acceptance of a certain product by consumers (e.g., “Best 

seller”; “Well-known worldwide”) 

21. Quality 

The emphasis here is on the excellence and durability of a 

product, which is usually claimed to be a winner of medals 

or certificates awarded by a government for its high grade 

or is demonstrated by the product’s excellent performance 

22. Respect for 

elderly 

The commercial displays a respect for older people by using 

a model of old age or asking for the opinions, 

recommendations, and advice of the elders 

23. Safety The reliable and secure nature of a product is emphasized 

24. Sex 

The advertisement uses glamorous and sensual models or 

has a background of lovers holding hands, embracing, or 

kissing to promote a product 

25. Social 

status 

The use of a product is claimed to be able to elevate the 

position or rank of the user in the eyes of others. The idea of 

prestige, trend-setting, and pride in the use of a product is 

conveyed 

26. Technology 

Here, the advanced and sophisticated technical skills to 

engineer and manufacture a particular product are 

emphasized 

27. Tradition The experience of the past, customs, and conventions are 
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respected. The qualities of being historical, time-honored, 

and legendary are venerated (e.g., “With eighty years of 

manufacturing experience”; “It’s adapted from ancient 

Chinese prescription”) 

28. Uniqueness 

The unrivaled, incomparable, and unparalleled nature of a 

product is emphasized (e.g., “We’re the only one that offers 

you the product”) 

29. Wealth 

This conveys the idea that being affluent, prosperous, and 

rich should be encouraged and suggests that a certain 

product or service will make the user well-off 

30. Wisdom 
This shows respect for knowledge, education, intelligence, 

expertise, or experience 

31. Work 

This value shows respect for diligence and dedication of 

one’s labor and skills. A typical example is that a 

medication has regained a desperate patient his or her 

ability to work 

32. Youth 

The worship of the younger generation is shown through the 

depiction of younger models. The rejuvenating benefits of 

the product are stressed (e.g., Feel young again!”) 

 

 

17) Rational/emotional appeals – indicate which appeal is used in the ad. 

1. Rational – ads are designed to change the message receiver’s beliefs about the 

advertised brand based on logical and rational decisions (e.g., product quality, 

economy, value or performance information) 

2. Emotional – ads are grounded in the emotional, experiential side of 

consumption. These types of appeal tend to make the consumer feel good 

about the brand by creating a likable or friendly brand (e.g., love, humor, 

pride, or joy) 

18) Product information – indicate which information is presented in the ad (Stern, 

Resnik, and Grubb 1977). 

1. Price-Value Product cost, needed satisfaction capability/dollars, 

and retention capability 

2. Quality Product characteristics which distinguish a particular 
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product from competing products based on an 

objective evaluation of workmanship, engineering, 

durability, excellence of materials, structural 

superiority, superiority of personnel, attention to 

detail, or special services 

3. Performance How well does a product do what it is designed to do 

in comparison to alternative purchases? 

4. Components 

or Contents 

What is the product component, ingredients, ancillary 

items included with the product? 

5. Availability Where and when can the product be purchased? 

6. Special 

offers 

What limited-time, non-price deals are available with 

a particular purchase? 

7. Taste Is evidence presented that the taste of a particular 

product is perceived as superior in taste by a sample of 

potential customers? (The opinion of the advertiser is 

inadequate.) 

 8. Nutrition Are specific data given concerning the nutritional 

content of a particular product or is a direct, specific 

comparison made with other products? 

9. Packaging 

or Shape 

What package is the product available in which makes 

it more desirable than others? What special shapes is 

the product available in? 

10. Guarantees 

and Warranties 

What post-purchase assurances accompany the 

product? 

11. Safety What safely features are available on a particular 

product compared to other choices? 

12. 

Independent 

research 

Are results of research gathered by an “independent” 

research firm presented? 

13. Company 

Research 

Are data gathered by a company to compare their 

product with a competitors’ presented? 

14. New Ideas Is a totally new concept introduced during the 

commercial? Are its advantages presented? 

15.Other Write down if not an option described above. 
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Appendix D 

SBA Code Book (Traditional Chinese Version)  

1) 廣告編號 – 填入預定編碼的雜誌廣告號碼  

2) 紀錄人員代號 – 填入紀錄人員所分配的代號  

 1.  

 2.  

 3.  

3) 雜誌名稱 – 根據編碼表上的清單,將欲編碼雜誌的代號填入  

4) 出版日期 – 填入雜誌出版年與月份資料  

5) 雜誌類型 – 綜合娛樂雜誌 (壹週刊; 時報週刊)   

6) 廣告版面大小 – 根據下列選項，填入該廣告的版面大小:  

1.跨頁  2.全頁  3. 2/3 頁  4. 1/3 頁  

5.1/4 頁  6. 1/6 頁  7. 1/12 頁  8. 1/2 頁  

 

7) 紀錄廣告裡呈現（出現）的品牌數目  

品牌 #1/品牌#2/品牌#3 產品/服務項目 

8) 廣告中最顯著品牌(品牌１)之商品類別紀錄最主要廣告產品的類別，如果廣告中

有超過三個品牌，則僅列出廣告中最主要品牌的類別資訊。  

1.食物與飲料-所有食物相關產品與非酒精飲料  

2.酒精飲料 – 包含啤酒、紅酒白酒、與各式烈酒  
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3.香煙與煙草 – 包含雪茄及煙草  

4.汽車及其相關產品，與個人交通運輸工具, –包含汽車，卡車，腳踏車，

電動腳踏車，機車，及以上商品所需的零件與配備，不包括其經銷商或加

油站（參閱零售類別）  

5.成藥/西藥- 包括阿斯匹靈，感冒與流感的非處方籤藥物，以及處方籤

藥品。  

6.家庭與園藝用品–包括家中使用的鍋子，碗盤，玻璃，殺菌齊，清潔劑，

與空氣芳香劑等，亦包括家中使用的常備辦公用品。園藝相關產品如垃圾

袋，修剪圍籬的剪刀等；不包含除草機以其他家中主要電器用品。  

7.家電與相關產品 – 包括家中主要電器用品，包括電冰箱，烤箱，洗碗

機，吹風機，掃雪機，除草機。同時也包括相關影視設施，如電視機，收

音機，相機以及普通手錶(實用手錶，不包含奢侈品)與時鐘。請勿包括以

下相關產品，如底片，錄音帶，光碟，無線通訊器材，如手機，掌上型電

子記事本，黑莓機，以及蘋果智慧型手機 iPHONE（請參考第 24 項）。  

8.藥妝與個人清潔用品－包括化妝與各類個人清潔用品，例如肥皂，洗髮

精，刮鬍泡，與女性衛生用品。  

9.減肥與運動產品–包括減肥藥，乳霜，飲品及減重課程。也包括各類運

動產品，如跑步機，重量訓練器材，運動課程如皮拉提斯與瑜伽等等。  

10.衣服，鞋子與飾品– 包括各類型衣物，除了部份歸類為運動產品之品

項(例如肩片，跑鞋，)，也包括珠寶，高級類比手表，與衣飾配件，不包

含電子錶。  

11.傢俱– 包括家庭裡主要傢俱，如桌椅，壁紙，地毯等。  

12.休閒娛樂相關產品– 包括電影，戲劇，各種特別活動。也包含錄音帶，

CD，ＤＶＤ光碟，錄音帶，底片，不包括運動類項目活動(參考第 30 項。)  

13.家庭電腦與相關產品–包括電腦硬體（主要為個人電腦用品），與相關

產品如軟碟，或家庭中所使用的電腦耗材。  

14.辦公室設備與器材–包括大型電腦，影印機，傳真機，辦公室通訊設施，
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及其他商務設備。商業用家俱亦屬此類別。  

15.運動用品，玩具與遊戲– 包括各類使用於各種運動場合的用具，包括

運動衣。也包含玩具以及各種娛樂用途的遊戲。  

16.寵物，寵物飼料及寵物用品– 寵物與更種與寵物照護有直接相關的產

品。  

17.出版類– 書籍，報紙，與雜誌或任何非公家機關出版品。  

18.電影 各類電影，但不包含電影院。  

19.零售商-包括旅館，賓館，餐廳，酒吧，電影院，百貨公司，超級市場，

以及各種零售店。  

20.銀行與金融服務– 銀行與金融服務機構，包括保險公司。  

21.通訊服務–包括長途與市內電話服務，電報，海底纜線，傳真服務，電

傳機，電匯服務等。  

22.交通運輸服務–航空，火車，地下鐵，計程車，巴士，船，郵遞服務，

快遞服務（如聯邦快遞）  

23.非營利組織 –慈善機構，基金會，與各類旨於對社會與政治做出改變

的組織 （如美國心臟協會。）  

24.無線通訊服務–手機與各種智慧型手機如黑莓機，iPHONE，不包含通

訊服務商如中華電信，台灣大哥大等。(見 #21).  

25.其他無法歸類的產品– 如果無法找出適合其他實體產品類別，則選擇

此項目，並於旁邊空格註明該產品）。  

26.其他無法歸類的服務–如果無法找出適合其他服務類別，則選擇此項目，

如果選擇此類別，請於旁邊空格註明該服務。（同上）  

27.其他  

28.電腦作業系統與軟體  
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29 線上零售商網站  

30.運動隊伍／活動／與組織  

31.媒體／頻道／節目  

32.醫院／健康管理／健康照護  

33.市調與行銷服務  

34.旅遊行程與地區旅遊服務   

35 消費性電子產品: 不含通訊功能之電子產品，包含電玩，導航軟體，

隨身聽。 

9)依照第九點指示，填入品牌 2 

10)依照第九點指示，填入品牌 3 

  

國內/跨國品牌策略聯盟  

11) 品牌策略聯盟地區類型分類–標示出品牌策略聯盟為何種地域類型。  

1.國內品牌策略聯盟。  

2.跨國品牌策略聯盟  (台灣品牌與國外品牌) 

3.跨國品牌策略聯盟  (國外品牌與國外品牌) 

跨國品牌策略聯盟；請紀錄廣告中參與國家的數量  

12)產品來源國資訊– 紀錄是否有明確標示出產品來源國資訊。  

1.否  

2.是；請依品牌 1，2，3 紀錄下所標示的國家名稱  
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品牌策略聯盟類型  

13) 廣告中品牌與產品的合作類型– 標示出品牌與商品是以何種形式結盟合作。  

1.聯合行銷 – 表示兩間以上的公司透過合作結盟聯合行銷。（如迪士尼與

馬爾斯合作，於迪士尼樂園舉辦主題日）   

2.與通路結盟– 表示兩家以上的公司合作發行產品（如強調與新光三越百

貨銷售的服飾） 

3.共同研發生產–指兩間公司合作研發產品與服務（如菲利浦刮鬍刀與妮

維雅乳霜）  

4.共同設計– 表示兩間以上公司合作來提昇產品設計水準（保時捷與

Poggenpohl，某德國廚房用品品牌，共同設計保時捷廚具系列）  

5.研發合約  

6.各類外包合約  

14)通路合作模式–表示兩間以上公司為垂直或是水平整合來構成品牌策略聯盟。

(Samu, Krishnan, and Smith 1999). Code:  

1.垂直聯盟– 製造廠商與通路的整合。  

2.水平聯盟–製造廠商與製造廠商間整合。  

品牌策略聯盟溝通策略  

15) 品牌策略聯盟溝通策略類型– 請紀錄廣告是如何表現兩種以上品牌結合的情

形:  

1.共同使用 – 兩種以上的品牌/產品結合使用來強調更好的效果。  

2.共有的特質 – 兩種以上的品牌/產品具有相同的特質。  
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16)廣告訴求 – 請紀錄廣告中使用哪些訴求，選擇三種，依照最顯著至最不顯著作

排序。 

1.冒險  表示大膽，英勇，勇氣，或刺激  

2.美麗  表示使用該產品能夠提升個人的美貌，魅力，優雅  

3.群體

主義  

強調團體中的人際關係，個人視為團體的一份子  

4.競爭  
使用明顯且強勢的比較方式，強調該產品與其他類似產品的差異。多使用

例如＂第一名＂或＂領導品牌＂等用語  

5.便利  表示產品方便又易於使用  

6.有禮  運用表示消費者友善的態度。  

7.經濟  強調產品價格不貴，划算，省錢的特色。  

8.有效  表示某產品有效且能夠完成特定用途  

9.享受  表示某產品能夠讓使用者感受到很大的歡樂（快樂）。  

10. 家

庭  

強調家庭生活與成員，廣告著重於家庭的場景：結婚，兄弟姊妹的陪伴，

親人的關係，家庭，並暗示該產品對全家都有益處。  

11.健康  
本廣告訴求強調使用某產品能夠提升活力，體力，力量與改為增進身體健

康。 

12.個人

主義  

強調個人能力與獨立自主，或是個人的獨特性。  

13.休閒  使用某產品能夠帶來舒適與放鬆的效果。  

14.魔力  強調該產品神奇的效果（如＂魅惑你的男人＂，＂魔法般的療效＂）  

15.現代

化  

表示很新，很現代，很跟的上流行，甚至於引領時尚。  

16.自然  運用各種物質，動物，花草，礦物等等暗示人與大自然在精神上的和諧  

17.整齊  強調乾淨整齊  

18.撫育  強調對於老幼殘弱給予愛心，援助，保護，支持與憐憫。  

19.愛國

情操  

暗示使用某產品能表現個人對祖國的忠誠與愛  

20.人氣  表示產品受到消費者一致的認同與肯定（如：銷售冠軍；世界知名品牌。）  

21.品質  
強調產品的優越與耐用程度，通常會強調產品具有某些政府認證與得獎紀

錄的高度評價。  

22.敬老

尊賢  

廣告裡以詢問年長人的建議，來表示對於老年人的尊敬。  
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23.安全  強調產品的可靠與安全程度  

24. 性  
廣告使用美麗且性感的模特兒，或是以愛情，牽手，擁抱或親吻來宣傳產

品。  

25.社會

地位  

表示使用該產品能提升使用者於他人眼中的社會地位，傳達個人對於聲

望，引領潮流及追求榮耀的訊息。  

26. 科

技  

 強調工程師與製造商的一流的技術。 

27.傳統  
對於過去的風俗傳統的包括歷史，過往風光，以及傳說的敬意（例如，＂

擁有八十年的製造經驗＂。＂根據中國傳統藥方＂）  

28.獨特

性  

強調產品獨一無二，難以比擬，無法相提並論的特性。  

29. 財

富  

強調富裕，繁榮，富有的好處，並表示使用該產品能讓使用者過得更好。  

30.智慧  對於知識，教育，才智，專業與經驗的尊重。  

31.工作  表示人對於工作的勤奮，奉獻與。  

32.青春  利用年輕模特兒來突顯人們對於青春的嚮往，強調產品滋養活力的特性。  

   

17) 理性/感性訴求–請標示出廣告裡使用何種訴求  

1.理性訴求 Rational –廣告利用客觀的證據來改變視聽者的想法（例如：產

品品質，經濟性，價值或產品的表現（效能）相關訊息。）  

2.感性訴求 Emotional – 廣告是利用情緒（改為情感），以及使用後感受做

訴求，大多強調（加上產品）使消費者有好的感受，並對品牌產生好感，

進而營造品牌受人喜愛及歡迎的形象。（如：愛情，幽默，驕傲，歡愉）ads 

are   

18) 產品資訊– 表示廣告內呈現哪些資訊 (Stern, Resnik, and Grubb 1977).  

1.價錢與價值  產品價格，與滿意程度，效能價格比，與持久度等。  

2.品質  表現出異於其他產品的特性，根據客觀的評估如工

藝技術，工程技術，耐久度，優異的材質與出色的

人員，對細節的專注，或特別的服務。  

3.效能  產品如何表現於相對於替代產品的效果。How  

4.成份或內容物  產品的成分，原料以相關內容物  
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5.可得性  何時與何處能夠購得該產品。  

6.特殊優惠  哪些特定產品短時間內非價格上的優惠。  

7.品味  是否強調產品品味受到潛在消費者的肯定？  

 8.營養  是否提供產品營養成份的專業資料，或是否與其他

產品做直接，或間接的比較。  

9.包裝或造型 提供哪些包裝讓消費更願意購買該產品？有提供

哪些特殊的造型供選擇？ 

10.保障與保固  產品有何售後服務  

11.安全性  相較其他品牌有哪些安全上的特色  

12.獨立機構研究背書 是否搜集獨立機構的研究做為參考  

13.競品分析  是否搜集相關資料來與競爭對手的訴求做比較。  

14.創新的想法  是否引入全新的觀念，產品優點是否被呈現？  

15.其他  無上述任何資訊內容  
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